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Editorial Note
Across the field of educational leadership and management, arguments abound about the
importance of effective leadership and management in achieving the goals of education. The
achievement of these goals form the basis on which schools operate. Furthermore, societies rely
on quality leadership and management of schools to produce a high-quality workforce. In light
of a globalised context where borders continue to erode, and policies and priorities seem fluid, a
collaborative approach is needed. This approach is needed to provide a sustainable repertoire of
best leadership practices on which educational leaders can draw in making decisions that affect
educational outcomes.

The idea for this Special Issue, titled Educational Leadership and Management: Perspectives and Practices,
arose from the cross-institutional hosting of an inaugural conference in Jamaica led by the Institute
for Educational Administration and Leadership-Jamaica (IEAL-J). The conference, held under
the theme, ‘Educational Leadership and Management in Jamaica: From Nursery to University’,
saw local and international delegates – including policy-makers, researchers and practitioners –
debating a range of leadership issues from the early years to higher education. This Special Issue is
a collective endeavour representing the output of this inaugural conference and is dedicated to the
work of scholars and practitioners who have added to the discourse.

Educational Leadership and Management: Perspectives and Practices presents papers that have been
carefully chosen to reflect theoretical and methodological accounts of contributors focusing on
such topics and issues as leadership and economic development in education systems within
both developed and developing nation states, leading pedagogical change, student engagement
in higher education, teacher induction and learner literacy outcomes. In this Special Issue,
these issues are particularly important for two reasons. First, the IEAL-J, a National Affiliate of
the Commonwealth Council for Educational Administration and Management (CCEAM), is
simultaneously facilitating and adding to international discourses on educational leadership taking
place at the global level. This is critical, as Miller (2012) opines that education in these times requires
an approach to leadership that is neither top down nor bottom up, but one that is encompassing,
synergistic, innovative and practical. It should be noted that, in agreeing to this Special Issue,
the CCEAM Board took a more than symbolic step in demonstrating its support for the IEAL-J,
a small and recently established Affiliate. It also reminded Affiliates and members elsewhere
that the CCEAM is their partner in promoting and facilitating the study, research and practice of
educational administration, leadership and management – which is among its key pillars. Second,
the issues addressed in this Special Issue underline the complex nature of educational leadership in
all countries, irrespective of size, ethnic/racial profiles, economic status and/or cultural issues. The
Special Issue therefore gives voice to issues of interest and challenge found in education systems
elsewhere and captured by Earley, Higham, Allen, Allen, Howson, Nelson and Sims (2012) in their
Review of the School Leadership Landscape.
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The first paper examines the nexus between leadership and the attainment of economic
empowerment. Briscoe, through her paper ‘Global Systems Thinking in Education to End Poverty:
Systems Leaders with a Concerted Push’, presents a discussion on the need for global systems
thinking and systems leadership in achieving the global goals in education. Situating her paper
in a global context, Briscoe conceptualises a model of a global system where educational leaders
recognise the interconnectedness of all parts of that system and utilise systems thinking to achieve
the goal of education ending poverty.
Shifting the narrative to the use of technology, Aiken and Grizzle highlight an important issue for
leaders of change in higher education. Their paper, ‘Activating Faculty Interest in Online Teaching:
A Jamaican Perspective’, describes the process of development of online and blended teaching
modalities over a three-year period within a health-based discipline. In a context where classrooms
in higher education have become flexible, the paper highlights the challenge of creating interest
among faculty members in delivering their courses online and the concerns faculty members
have regarding intellectual property as the two main issues distance learning co-ordinators face
in leading the process of change towards online learning. The paper offers a practical example of
how these issues can be resolved in a developing country context and makes the case for leading
through modelling.

‘Leading and Managing Change to Impact Student Engagement and Attainment – A Case Study
of 1st year General Chemistry University Students’, presented by Hylton, Hylton-Fraser, GuthrieDixon and Wilson, continues the discourse in higher education by examining leadership from the
perspective of student attainment in science-based courses. Through an examination of students’
pass rates, routine course assessments and interventions carried out to improve students’ success
over a five-year period, the authors provide findings that reveal feelings of helplessness among
students, irrelevance of course material, and a gap between secondary- and tertiary-level education.
The discourse in this article closes with a suggestion by the authors that leadership of the sciencebased courses requires shifts in policy practice where consideration is given to the social and
academic well-being of the students so that their academic attainment is more positively affected.
In adding to the discourse on teacher development through mentoring and its relationship to
positive student learning outcomes, Baker-Gardner turns the spotlight on the role of the principal
in providing the support necessary for new teachers to develop competence to positively impact
learning outcomes. Drawing on research conducted in Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica and Belize, her
paper, ‘The Role of the Principal in New Teacher Induction: A Jamaican Perspective’, explains the
role of the principal in providing induction to the new teacher and explores some of the challenges
that might impact the principal’s ability to provide induction support. Baker-Gardner argues that
principals need a deep understanding of their roles and knowledge of how to implement and
sustain induction programmes. The issue of principal support highlighted by Baker-Gardner also
brings to the fore the issue of how mentoring is organised for early professionals.

Hill-Berry’s paper on the issue of professionalism amongst educators makes a connection between
teachers’ level of professionalism and student development. Utilising literature from a range of
sources, her paper, ‘Professionalism among Jamaican Educators: Implications for Growth and
Development’, showcases evidence that points to a downward spiralling of professionalism
among some educators. Hill-Berry raises some critical questions and urges educational leaders and
administrators to help professionalise teaching through continuous professional development of
teachers, so that students’ development can be impacted positively.
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In rounding out this Special Issue, Miller-Vaz proposes a relationship between the leadership
styles of principals and the incidence of violence. In her paper, ‘Leadership Styles of Principals and
Violence in Rural Schools in Jamaica’, Miller-Vaz sought to test the hypothesis that the leadership
style of principals has a relationship with rate of violence in Jamaica’s secondary schools. Although
Miller-Vaz concludes that, ‘no statistically significant relationship exists between leadership styles
of principals and rates of violence in the secondary schools’, her study calls for greater scrutiny
among policy-makers and principals themselves regarding the professionalism of principals,
particularly in rural districts and communities.
Carmel Roofe and Laurette Bristol

Editors of the Special Issue, Educational Leadership and Management: Perspectives and Practices
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Global Systems Thinking in Education
to End Poverty: Systems Leaders with a
Concerted Push
Patricia Briscoe

Abstract: One of the leading challenges of global education is to reduce poverty. The purpose of this paper is to
create a discussion about global systems thinking and systems leadership in terms of what is needed to achieve
global goals in education. More specifically, systems leaders must support a concerted push to re-conceptualise
an approach that is not limited or bounded by national education sectors. Global systems thinking involves
increasing our abilities to understand parts that make up a whole and envision its interconnectedness; then
look for leverage points for change, and make decisions based on the interdependency of all parts. A conceptual
framework of a system for global systems thinking in education is presented. The expected outcome of this
paper is to demonstrate that for education to contribute towards ending poverty, a concerted push is needed by
systems leaders to build capacity of global systems thinking among all stakeholders.

Introduction

Systems are around us everywhere. We interact with them daily. It is widely accepted that systems
thinking is a critical tool in addressing the many interrelated environmental, political, social and
economic challenges of today (Senge 1990; Wright 2008). A reframing of systems thinking to be
global, broadly focused, and to involve multiple stakeholders across various sectors interacting
with each other (Best & Holmes 2010) to positively reform education efforts to end poverty is the
argument in this paper. This paper is meant to problematise global systems leadership and begin
a conversation among educators concerning a re-conceptualised system thinking to achieve global
educational goals. A global systems lens gives us the ability to hone our understanding of parts
and their interconnectedness; then to look for leverage points for change and to make decisions
based on the interdependency of all parts (Best & Holmes 2010). As the world today is more
interconnected and interdependent and is changing more rapidly than ever, all stakeholders in
national and international development must develop understandings of the different levels of a
system and its complexities, and reframe to a different way of doing and thinking (Senge, Hamilton
& Kania 2015). The intent of this paper is to support these goals and contribute to the conversation.
This paper is organised into five sections. The first section introduces a few pertinent facts about
poverty and its relationship to education. Second, systems and systems thinking are defined and
connected to systems leadership and its possibilities. In the third section, an example of both
global and bounded system thinking is demonstrated. Then, a systems conceptual framework is
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presented for global systems thinking in education. The final section entails a discussion of key
issues for the movement to systems leadership to build capacity among all stakeholders for global
systems thinking. If education is to be a main contributor to ending poverty, then a global system
thinking approach is needed with leaders who are able to create a concerted push.

Poverty and Education

Education plays an increased and pivotal role in the challenge to improve global societies According
to the World Bank (2015), ‘education is one of the most powerful instruments for reducing poverty
and inequality, and it lays a foundation for sustained economic growth’ (para. 2). Consistent with
this view, during the 2015 World Education Forum, the key message centred on the basis that
education is one of the main contributors to ending extreme poverty in our time (Kim 2015). As the
term ‘poverty’ is ambiguous, for the purpose of this paper two distinctions are presented: extreme
poverty (when people lack the basic necessities for survival), and relative poverty (when some
people’s way of life and income is so much worse than the general standard of living in the country
or region in which they live that they struggle to live a normal life and to participate in ordinary
economic, social and cultural activities) (European Anti-Poverty Network, n.d.). Based on the view
put forward by Kim (2015) and others (The European Anti-Poverty Network, n.d.; UNESCO 2010;
Shah 2013 World Bank 2015), if education is to be regarded as a means to end poverty, then we must
become more aware of the interconnected or unintended consequences of our decisions and the
barriers that limit access to quality education.

With each successive year that a child is denied education, the human, social and economic costs rise
exponentially and indirectly result in less funding being available to spend on education (UNESCO
2010). When more funding is spent elsewhere (on health, social services, etc.), less funding is
available for education. This creates a vicious cycle where children, families and communities
around the world have limited access to education, and contributes to (inter)generational poverty.
The unintended outcome is a catalyst that puts children and adolescents at risk of outcomes such
as recruitment as child soldiers or labourers, early and forced marriages, and other forms of sexual
exploitation and trafficking (A World at School 2015).

It is evident that a lack of investment in education creates compounding consequences and further
societal problems. There are currently 2.2 billion children in the world, and one billion of them live
in poverty (Shah 2014). An estimated 121 million children remain out of school and are considered
the hardest to reach due to poverty, gender barriers, remoteness and disability (Kim 2015).
Nonetheless, UNESCO (2010) argues that even small efforts could have huge affects. For example,
UNESCO (2010) predicted that if all students in low-income countries acquired basic reading skills,
then 174 million people could be lifted out of poverty, thereby reducing global destitution by 12 per
cent. However, the task of using education to end global poverty is making slow progress, with the
reasons becoming evident as we explore further.
An education system involves a complex myriad of stakeholders, human processes, institutions
and relationships that cut across social, political and cultural landscapes. The disconnect among
the various stakeholders of an education system calls for improved systems thinking that takes into
account the interactions between different parts, and an understanding of how together they can
effect change rather than simply trying to understand specific problems (e.g. access to education)
in isolation (Bowman, Chettelborough, Jeans, Whitehead, & Rowlands 2015). Senge et al. (2015)
suggest that deep changes are necessary to accelerate progress against society’s most intractable
and complex problems, such as ending poverty. Deep change calls for a concerted push supported
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by broad thinking, co-created holistic policies and solutions and connect multiple points of views.
If education is to be a main contributor to ending poverty, then a paradigm shift in thinking is
needed – old ways of doing things or thinking are no longer adequate to tackle the rise in global
education problems (Betts 1992). The adoption of systems thinking in practice requires leadership
to be the catalyst to encourage a range of characteristics, behaviours and practices that together
provide the means to make positive progress within complex systems. The aim is to advocate for
global systems thinking. However, before leading systems thinking, it is essential to demonstrate
systems and systems thinking.

Systems, Systems Thinking and Systems Leadership

Systems happen all at once. They are connected not just in one direction, but in many directions
simultaneously. Systems thinking means using a systems perspective to understand how a system’s
building blocks, contexts and actors act, react and interact with each other.

Defining a System: More than a Sum of its Parts
A system is a set of things – people, cells, living beings, and so forth – that are interconnected in such
a way that the system produces and creates its own patterns of behaviour over time (Meadows
2008). In a system, the elements or parts function as a whole to achieve a common purpose. The
parts can also be determined as a subsystem of the system. Systems are characterised by a synergy
of the whole that is greater than the sum of its parts, because by themselves they cannot replicate
the system’s functions. The relationships among the parts are maintained by an exchange of energy.
Overall, systems are a set of complex and interdependent elements. Within these interconnected
elements, there is an organised way of achieving goals. Systems must consist of three aspects:
a.

elements: tangible things such as people, and intangible things such as school pride

c.

a function or purpose: generally, ‘function’ is used in non-human systems and
‘purpose’ for a human one. A system’s function or purpose may not be spoken,
written or expressed explicitly, except through the operation of the system (Meadows
2008: 11).

b.

interconnections: the relationships that hold the elements together

A system is most productive when a dynamic balance through self-regulating mechanisms is
reached. Our bodies are an example of a complex system of integrated interconnected, selfmaintaining complexity made up of elements that have functions and purposes. Like our bodies,
organisations (schools, education systems, etc.) are complex, consisting of people, structures and
processes that must work together to make the organisation productive or successful. Best and
Holmes (2010) outline that implementation of a system model happens when:
•
•
•

all of the key stakeholders are active co-collaborators in the modelling and solutionseeking process
partnering organisations are willing to invest time and resources

all stakeholders help integrate the model with organisational change strategies (p.
148).

According to these criteria, a school is a system and its parts (teachers, school leaders, students,
parents, etc.) are the stakeholders. Nevertheless, even though schools are considered a system, they
can also be narrow and limited systems within the boundaries of a subsystem such as a regional
context.
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Systems that have a narrow vision are described as bounded systems with ‘bounded rationality’
(Meadows 2008: 106). That is, narrow-minded logic leads to decisions or actions that make sense
within one part of a system, but are not reasonable within the broader context or when seen as a part
of a wider system. Narrow thinking explains the false sense of logical reasoning and unintended
outcomes in decision-making among stakeholders based only on limited views of the bounded
system. As Meadows (2008) argues, change comes from first stepping outside of the limited
information or bounded system and taking a larger overview (i.e. global). Bounded rationality is
evident in the case from the Dominican Republic that is discussed later in this paper.
Overall, an adequate definition of systems is not difficult to achieve. However, the complexity is
when parts interact and exist in, or as, an entire system. Finding a balance relies on each system
existing and co-existing across its boundaries within large systems (e.g. education, health), and is
achieved when the synergy of all systems has the capacity to create new, purposeful initiatives.
Capra (1996) described this phenomenon as an ‘open system’. Understanding the complexities of
balancing co-existence rather than creating unintended negative impacts in another system is the
first step in systems thinking.

Bringing the System Lens into Focus with Systems Thinking
Currently, there is a movement for systemic change in education to bring about more positive
affects of change efforts (Betts 1992; Golden & Martin 2004; Parent, Roy & St. Jacques 2007; Best
& Holmes 2010). Unfortunately, ‘the word system has been popularised without a fundamental
understanding of its implications to the point where everything is a system but nothing really is
treated as one’ (Betts 1992: 38). Betts (1992) argues that because popular interpretations of ‘system’
tend to use inappropriate mechanical models and metaphors, many claim they are using a systems
approach but in fact are not.

An understanding of the fundamental characteristics of a system – knowing how it works and the
type of dependant systems – is a prerequisite for purposeful action. There are four common system
characteristics: i) self-organising, ii) constantly changing, iii) tightly linked, and iv) governed by
feedback (Meadows, Richardson & Bruckmann 1982; Sterman 2006; Richmond 2000. Meadows
(2008) states that because systems are embedded and interconnected in larger systems, they create
behaviours and solutions in one system that could create problems in another. Therefore, framing
what systems thinking is, the skills and characteristics of systems leadership, and the possibilities
of systems thinking is necessary to describe for clarity.
Systems thinking has roots in the systems theory advanced by Ludwig von Bertalanffy in the 1940s
and provides an internally consistent framework for classifying and evaluating the world (von
Bartalanffy 1968). The numerous definitions of systems thinking emphasise a holistic approach that
focuses on the way that a system’s parts operationalise within the context of a larger system (Rouse
2005). Systems thinking can be used in any sector, and over the past decade it has emerged in the
health, environmental, political, economic, human resources and education sectors. However, the
challenge is to create discussions in each that are applicable across sectors, indicating a more global
approach (Best & Holmes 2010).
Systems thinking in education represents multiple stakeholders (i.e. governments, policy-makers,
school boards, school communities, principals, teachers, parents and students). Within any
system, a process of understanding how people influence one another within a complete entity
or larger system is needed (Senge 1990). Therefore, vital to a systems’ organisation is how context
shapes stakeholder behaviour. An overview is provided in Table 1. The elements in Table 1 allow
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stakeholders to determine how systems thinking is framed within the boundaries of the larger
education system (i.e. regional, national or global), and the criteria necessary to influence behaviours.
In many countries, such as Jamaica and the Dominican Republic, the education system is outlined
by the national government and contained within the system of the country. However, in Canada
the larger system of education is bound provincially and therefore less control by the federal
(national) government. These examples demonstrate how systems thinking is contextualised by
differences in boundaries.
Table 1: Systems Thinking Elements
Systems organising
Systems networks
Systems dynamics

Systems knowledge

Managing and leading a system: rules that govern the system and set
direction through vision and leadership, set regulations and boundary
setting, and provide setting incentives
Understanding and managing systems stakeholders: the web of all
stakeholders, individuals and institutions in the system, including and
managing the networks
Conceptually modelling and understanding dynamic change:
conceptualise, model and understand dynamic change through
analysing organisational structure and how that influences behaviour
of the system
Managing content and infrastructure for explicit and tacit knowledge:
critical role of information flows in driving the system towards change,
using the feedback chains of data, information and evidence for
guiding decisions

Source: Modified from National Cancer Institute (2007).

The argument for global systems thinking is to move towards open systems thinking that dissolves
narrow boundaries and emphasises a holistic worldview (Capra 1996). A paradigm shift to
more global views in education is needed to encourage a deeper awareness of the fundamental
interdependence and interconnectedness of national education systems in order to achieve global
goals such as using education to end poverty. For example, many (Capra 1996; Bowman et al. 2015)
have demonstrated how uncontrolled population growth is tied to poverty, yet within a current
bounded education system, this would be considered outside the realm of education and is likely to
result in non-action or be deemed irrelevant. An awareness and understanding of the relationship
between constituent parts is critical to the essence of systems thinking. By virtue of education not
being deeply embedded in society and culture, we cannot fully understand or take progressive
action to combat major problems such as poverty while working in isolated thinking processes
(Capra 1996).

Overall, a systems thinking approach is in contrast to stakeholders operating in silos. However,
as Betts (1992), Capra (1996), and Meadows (2008) argue, most of our large social institutions and
nations that set directions for action subscribe to a concept of an outdated worldview – a perception
of reality that is inadequate for dealing with our globally interconnected and interdependent
world. Capra (1996) calls this a crisis of perception and supports the argument of this paper for a
conceptual shift to global systems thinking. The goal of using education to end poverty requires
global initiatives, not national, regional or school initiatives. Re-conceptualising one’s thinking is
possible when deeper and opposite understandings are provided. In this respect, systems leadership
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is a likely solution. Systems leaders have a critical role to play in the concerted push towards a shift
to systems thinking that is transformative and globally inclusive rather than bounded.

Systems Leadership to Re-conceptualise Skills and Characteristics
Systems leadership places high value on leading and looking for connections between the parts,
actors and processes of a system. It is the process of making deliberate attempts to anticipate, rather
than react to, consequences of changes in the system and identifying points of leverage. Senge et
al. (2015) suggest that the deep changes necessary to accelerate progress to combat society’s most
intractable problems, such as ending poverty, requires a unique type of leader – the system leader,
a person who catalyses collective leadership of the skills and characteristics of systems thinking.
The systems leader’s initiative is to shift their followers’ perspective from non-systems or bounded
thinking to global systems thinking. This is metaphorically referred to as not only seeing the trees,
but also seeing the forest (Sherwood 2002). Furthermore, it is not an ‘either or’ but ‘both’, and is
parallel to the shift of a national focus to include a global one. The typology for the definitions of
leadership skills ascribed to non-systems and systems thinking are outlined in Table 2 to reflect the
central characteristics of the two approaches, with recognition that they are of an evolving nature.
Table 2: Skills of Systems Thinking
Non-systems thinking
Static thinking
Focusing on particular events
Systems-as-effects thinking
Viewing behaviour generated by a system
driven by external forces.
Tree-by-tree thinking
Believing that really knowing something
means focusing on the details
Factors thinking
Listing factors that influence or correlate with
some results
Straight-line thinking
Viewing causality as running in one direction,
ignoring (either deliberately or not) the
interdependence and interaction between and
among the causes.

Systems thinking approach
Dynamic thinking
Framing a problem in terms of patterns of
behaviour over time.
Systems-as-cause thinking
Placing responsibility for a behaviour on
internal actors who manage the policies and
‘plumbing’ of the system
Forest thinking
Believing to know something requires
understanding the context of relationships
Operational thinking
Concentrating on causality and understanding
how a behaviour
Loop thinking
Viewing the causality as an on-going process,
not a one-time event, with effect feeding back
to influencing the causes and the cause s
affecting each other.

Source: Modified from Richmond (2000).

Overall, Table 2 shows a comparison between the leadership perspectives of non-systems and
systems thinking. Non-systems thinking is indicative of a bounded system where the parts
work independently with a conceptualisation of how their actions or behaviours affect their
own system, but not another. The analysis of systems thinking clearly illustrates the deliberate,
continuous and comprehensive way in which this approach is applied from an interconnected,
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collective perspective (International Health Partnership and WHO 2009). As demonstrated in
the characteristics of a systems thinking approach, a broad (‘forest’) view is more applicable for
achieving global education goals. Systems leadership is called upon to foster a conceptual shift
towards these collective behaviours for a systems thinking approach.
Senge et al. (2015) have identified three core capabilities for systems leaders to foster collective
leadership in order to transform systems thinking people and organisations: i) the ability to see
the larger system; ii) fostering reflection and more generative conversations; and iii) shifting the
collective focus from reactive problem-solving to co-creating the future.

The first ability to see the larger system addresses the fact that in any complex setting, people
typically focus their attention on the parts of the system most visible from their own vantage point.
Helping people see the larger system is essential to building a shared understanding of complex
problems. Collaboration among organisations to jointly develop solutions that are would not
be evident to any of them individually, and to work together for the whole system rather than
individual pieces, is paramount to systems thinking. The second capability of fostering reflection
and more generative conversations means thinking about our thinking – holding up a mirror to see
the assumptions we take for granted and carry into any conversation and appreciating how our
mental models may limit us. Reflection is a critical step in enabling groups of organisations and
individuals to actually hear point of view different from their own, and to appreciate emotionally
as well as cognitively each other’s reality. The third capability centres on shifting the collective
focus from reactive problem-solving to co-creating the future. Change often starts with conditions
that are undesirable, but artful systems leaders help people move beyond just reacting to these
problems to building positive visions for the future. This shift involves not just building inspiring
visions, but facing difficult truths about the present reality and learning how to use the tension
between the vision and the reality to inspire truly new approaches.
As is evident from the three suggested core capabilities of systems leadership, the following
leadership skills and characteristics of systems thinking necessary to move beyond the institutional,
regional or national levels to achieve global education goals (such as to end poverty) are consistent
with systems thinking. Without argument, in times of change, leadership is critical and necessary
(Fullan 2001; Leithwood & Sun 2012; Walker 2006). In this case, systems leadership is required to
re-conceptualise a systems thinking approach.

The Possibilities of Systems Thinking Leadership
Systems thinking is an abstract way of engaging with the world. However, in the same way that a
mechanical view breaks machine parts down to understand each function, systems thinking is an
attempt to understand the world by regrouping the relationships that exist between systems (Parent
et al. 2007). Therefore, systems thinking leadership focuses on cyclical rather than linear cause and
effect, and is rooted in the understanding of the relationship between structure and behaviour.
From this grows the possibility of a better understanding of what makes systems produce positive
or negative results and how leaders can foster shifts to better patterns (Meadows 2008). Related
to education, leaders who understand the complexity of the interconnectedness within multiple
systems introduce new possibilities to achieve more global education goals, such ending poverty.
In contrast, leaders who operate from a narrow perspective are more likely to develop interventions
that have little or no impact, setting off a chain of negative effects in other systems (Bowman et al.
2015). Senge, Smith, Kruschwitz, Laur & Schley (2008) refer to this as system ignorance and suggest
that a leader’s failure does not come in identifying the problem, but in the complete inadequacy of
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the responses. Chettleborough’s (2015) research identifies possible directions for conceptualizing
systems thinking leadership: i) increase ability to work with a variety of stakeholders with different
skill sets and ideas; ii) focus actions to be inclusive of multiple perspectives; iii) challenge your ideas
and perspectives and let go of preconceived ideas; iv) seek to understand failure better and help
others to quickly, safely and purposefully adapt; v) consider and reduce unintended consequences.
The overall view is that system leaders who have systems intelligence are more likely to have a
positive and purposeful impact.

An example of global systems thinking and systems leadership can be found in the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), which has adopted and is
promoting global systems thinking. UNESCO’s mission is to build networks among nations that
enable global solidarity among multiple organisations and themes. UNESCO attempts to achieve
this by creating holistic policies capable of addressing the social, environmental and economic
dimensions of sustainable development. UNESCO approaches leadership as a means to organise
interconnected societies; foster intercultural dialogue; educate for a collective ability to understand
and anticipate changes in the environment through education, scientific research and the sharing
of knowledge; foster respect for fundamental rights; and promote the participation of everyone in
the new global public space as a prerequisite for peace and development. Specific to education,
UNESCO is committed to a holistic and humanistic vision of quality education worldwide, the
realisation of everyone’s right to education, and the belief that education plays a fundamental role
in human, social and economic development. UNESCO’s educational objectives are to support the
achievement of Education for All (EFA), to provide global and regional leadership in education,
to strengthen education systems worldwide from early childhood to the adult years, and to
respond to contemporary global challenges through education. UNESCO’s work encompasses
educational development from pre-school through to higher education, including technical and
vocational education and training, and non-formal education and literacy. UNESCO also works
with governments and a wide range of partners to make education systems more effective and
coordinates the Education for All movement, tracks education trends and raises the profile of
educational needs on global development agendas.1

UNESCO is an example of an open system working within a global perspective. UNESCO and its
initiatives demonstrate the possibilities, skills and characteristics of global systems thinking. At this
point, it is important to make a critical distinction between this and the possibility of leading with
systems thinking that is bounded; that is, leading within the realm of systems thinking but without
being able to foresee unintended consequences, or influences or impacts on other systems.

Systems Thinking in a Bounded System
As demonstrated by the example of UNESCO, global systems thinking conceptualises a broad
focus on actions and behaviours. The opposite of broad, however, is bounded. Bounded systems
have closed boundaries, and bounded rationality thinking is thus likely to appear. Although there is
a level of logical rationalising that leads to decisions or actions that make sense within one system, it
creates unintended consequences within a broader context or a global system. An example from the
Dominican Republic – namely, recent changes in their political system and, more specifically, their
naturalisation policy – demonstrates the interrelated connectedness and unintended consequences
that can affect an education system. The case illustrates two points: i) how the effects of changes
in one system (i.e. the Dominican Republic’s political system) can create negative, unintended
consequences in another (i.e. its education system), in this case preventing access to education; and
1 Retrieved from http://en.unesco.org.
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ii) how bounded system goals (i.e. the goal of the naturalisation policy changes) are ineffective in
working across multiple systems to accomplish national or global goals, such as using education
as a means to end poverty. Although there are many examples of bounded systems, the author has
limited the focus to one that involves personal experience.

The following is a case of bounded system thinking. For decades, children of hundreds of thousands
of immigrants born in the Dominican Republic were automatically granted Dominican citizenship
or nationality once their birth was registered. Under this citizenship policy, many – though not
all – of the Dominican Republic-born children of Haitian migrants were officially recognised as
Dominican nationals. As children, they were issued official Dominican birth certificates, and as
adults, they received national identity cards. This documentation enabled them to live full and
productive lives as Dominican citizens (i.e. to have a job, to attend grade school and post-secondary
school, access to a pension, health benefits, etc.), including full access to all levels of education.
This changed in September 2013 when the highest court in the Dominican Republic ruled that for
those born after 1929 and living in transit, or those living in the country that could not prove their
legal status, their citizenship would be revoked. The court’s decision effectively denationalised an
estimated 250,000 Haitians (Rojas 2013; Yu-Hsi Lee 2013). The ruling retroactively denies Dominican
nationality to anyone born after 1929 who does not have at least one parent of Dominican nationality,
resulting in 250,000 people being deemed stateless and unable to obtain any national identity. In
other words, ‘even those whose Dominican citizenship had been recognised and had Dominican
IDs and passports, by the September 2013 decision to revoke citizenship, they were stripped of their
nationality’ (Planas & Craven 2015).
The policy change of September 2013 was overruled and the Dominican government then responded
with a ‘Regularization Plan’. According to Aníbal de Castro, the Dominican Republic’s ambassador
to the United States from 2011 to 2014, the policy change or plan is intended to positively improve
the condition of these undocumented people (de Castro 2014). The Regularization Plan states its
purpose is to ‘provide a window of opportunity’ for undocumented workers to contribute to the
country’s growth without living in the shadows and to reap the benefits of legal protection offered
by the government. This movement at first appears to be a logical and a reasonable response to
help all citizens of the Dominican Republic. Nevertheless, the outcome of the government’s
naturalisation policies had a ripple effect of unintended consequences in other systems, particularly
education. For example, some children of Haitian descent who were born in the Dominican
Republic and were previously recognised as Dominican citizens at birth had no legal ID. Again,
an unintended outcome for Haitian descendant children who were being denied access to schools
in the Dominican Republic because they did not have proper documentation required to write
national tests (Goris & Gambao 2010).

The case of the Dominican Republic’s changes to their naturalisation policy provides an example
of bounded systems thinking, whereby a policy change to achieve a solution in one system created
unintentional effects throughout the larger system. The thinking found in this bounded system
case is consistent with the non-systems thinking characteristics in Table 2, when the focus is on a
particular event, rather than global systems thinking with the goal of contributing to educational
efforts to end poverty. That is, policy-makers failed to foresee the effects that a change in the
naturalisation policy would have on the education system in terms of denied access to education
for some children. Overall, the case demonstrates ‘static thinking’, ‘systems-as-effect thinking’,
‘tree-by-tree thinking’, ‘factors thinking’ and ‘straight-line thinking’. In fact, it could be argued that
because of its bounded system thinking, the Dominican Republic government unintentionally
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contributed to creating a system to sustain the cycle of poverty, as their decision denied access for
some children to education.

Solving problems by focusing on the individual parts of a system without considering the
unintended consequences to the whole system (in this case, education) is an outcome of bounded
system thinking. If the goal is to create a strong education system – at both the national and a global
level – that contributes to ending poverty, then decisions in every part of the system must take into
account the interconnectedness and interdependency of outcomes in unrelated system areas. With
this in mind, a conceptual framework is needed to help give a broader vision of the ineffectiveness
of bounded systems and the need for systems leadership to lead nations with a global vision. The
aim of a conceptual framework is to facilitate, establish and ensure a consistent conceptualisation
among all stakeholders of the ideas of a global system for education.

Conceptualising a System for Global Systems Thinking in Education

The global systems thinking approach that is advanced in this paper builds on linear and relationship
models. Best and Holmes (2010) describe a linear model as a one-way process, whereas relationship
models incorporate the linear model principals for dissemination and diffusion and then focus
on the interactions among people using this knowledge. The relationship model advances that
diffusion and dissemination processes and relationships themselves are shaped, embedded and
organised through structures that mediate the types of interactions that occur among multiple
stakeholders with unique worldviews, priorities, languages, means of communication and
expectations (Frenk 1992). Stakeholders are tied together by a system, which in turn is shaped by
culture, structures, priorities and capacities (Best, Hiatt & Norman 2008). Consequently, a broad
view of systems thinking with systems leadership is needed to bring about a shift in thinking (Best
et al. 2008). If a systems model is used to conceptualise the global goal of education to end poverty,
then it is assumed that:
•

the system is best understood as a complex adaptive system

•

systems themselves exist within others and are interdependent systems (e.g.
individuals, organisations, communities)

•

•
•
•

the theoretical underpinnings are dynamic and constantly changing

changes in one part of the system can have unexpected changes in other parts of the
system

understanding the roles and actions of key stakeholders and how their behaviours
are shaped is important (Graham et al. 2006; Graham and Tetroe 2007)

a circular model that emphasises the importance of relationships, linkages and
exchange is necessary feedback loops are absolutely critical (Best & Holmes 2010:
148).

Based on these characteristics of a global system and drawing on the work of the authors
highlighted in this paper (e.g. Senge 1990; Capra 1996; Meadows 2008; Best & Holmes 2010), I
have created a baseline model to represent a system for global systems thinking in education (see
Figure 1). The proposed conceptual framework is an effort to demonstrate how parts or subsystems
are interconnected and interdependent as part of a holistic view, and to show that the parts of a
system collectively make up the whole. In the framework, a circle represents each system. A circle/
triangle icon represents each subsystem or part of the system. These icons are located within the
larger circles to represent how all subsystems and parts are interconnected and interdependent. A
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bird’s-eye view of a subsystem part is included, representing a school system. The lines of all circles
are purposefully broken to represent the ability of all behaviours and activities from any system
or subsystem to flow in any direction, and therefore to affect other systems. It also represents the
interconnectedness and interdependence of all systems.
Figure 1: A System for Global Systems Thinking
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The outer circle (global) is also broken to represent that the global education system will interact
with other global systems such as health, the economy, and so forth. To conceptualise the ideology
of systems thinking, the doubled-ended arrows are added to outline systems thinking and the
characteristics needed by all stakeholders within the global system. The three common aspects of
a system – elements, interconnectedness and function/purposes – were also added to encircle the
holistic system.
The purpose of providing this framework is to conceptualise how global systems thinking can
work in a complex environment – although achieving it is a long-term process. Ending poverty is
also a long-term process, because it requires expanding our views to a wider perspective, with an
emphasis on the interconnectedness and the interdependency between one system or subsystem
and others. Shifting to a global systems thinking lens from the outset ensures that larger views are
able to capture both ‘the trees and the forest’. The catalyst needed to guide this re-conceptualisation
to a global view is systems leadership. This will create the concerted push because when the actions,
purposes and behaviours of one system are in conflict with those of another, there is no harmony
for achieving any goals. Keeping elements and the purposes or functions of all systems in harmony
is essential for successful systems, and calls for systems leadership with broader views.

This baseline model is an effort to create discussions, as supported by Kim (2015), around the
concept that if education is considered the surest thing to end poverty, then all national education
systems (and all subsystems within) must co-construct meaningful and practical solutions to
achieve this goal. Critical capacity-building is needed to adopt an ideology of systems and global
systems thinking and to understand and act with interconnectedness to achieve the goal of ending
poverty. This calls on leadership – systems leaders are needed as champions of global systems
thinking who advocate for and have the ability to build individual and institutional capacity at
multiple levels and in multiple locations.

Systems Leaders’ Concerted Push for Global Systems Thinking in
Education
No one system deliberately creates the problem of poverty; no one wants poverty to persist, but
nevertheless it continues. As Meadows (2008) suggests, poverty is intrinsically a system problem
because undesirable behaviours and characteristics of the system produce it. A commitment
from leaders to shift their thinking from a limited or bounded system to take a broader view,
and then from this wider perspective lead others to re-conceptualise the interconnectedness and
interdependence for global systems thinking, is needed.
In this paper, the author’s goal was to shift and generate a discussion to imagine global systems
thinking as a means to end poverty. For this to come to fruition, all stakeholders must understand
the complexity of a system and systems thinking, and then have systems leaders to build capacity
at each level of the system. Systems leaders and leadership were identified as the catalyst to build
the capacity needed to re-conceptualise a system for global systems thinking in education. An
example was given of an organisation – UNESCO – that is implementing global systems thinking
and building systems leaders. A case of the naturalisation policy changes in the Dominican
Republic was discussed to illustrate the characteristics and outcomes of bounded systems thinking,
i.e. how changes in one part of the system can negatively and unintentionally affect the (education)
system and beyond. Lastly, through reflecting on the information of systems and systems thinking,
a baseline model was created to represent a system for global systems thinking in education.
Providing new ways of conceptualising global problems is still a work in progress, but if the old
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paradigms are not working, something fundamentally better suited to the task is needed. It is the
hope that this model will increase the understanding and need for leadership to adapt and lead
a global systems thinking approach in education to achieve global goals such as ending poverty.
The prospects are positive. Systems leaders who lead with an understanding of a global system
and an ability to envision how individual parts affect bigger parts in development, who reduce
unintended consequences in other parts of the system, who begin to work with multiple stakeholders
within and outside of our limited system, who allow inclusion and knowledge of different levels
of skill sets and ideas, who challenge their own thinking and help power dynamics in all systems,
who learn how to fail quickly, safely and purposefully, and who let go of preconceived ideas to
adapt quickly (Bowman et al. 2015) are needed to push forward a new direction of global systems
thinking. I close this paper with a message from Senge (1990), who is one of the best known authors
of systems thinking. He states that systems awareness needs to move to action of how we think and
act. Systems leaders are needed to push this action, and I argue that global systems thinking should
be driving how we act.
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Activating Faculty Interest in Online
Teaching: A Jamaican Perspective
Christine Fray-Aiken and Ellen Campbell-Grizzle

Abstract: This study was inspired by an observation of resistance by lecturers to the development of online
and blended modalities. This quandary posed questions surrounding the reasons for the non-cooperative
response and appropriate management strategies needed to solve the situation. The paper describes the process
of development of online and blended teaching modalities within the health-based disciplines in a tertiary
educational institution in a developing state, from the perspective of a Distance Learning (DL) Liaison
Officer. An analysis of meeting documents, reports and other documents generated over a three-year period
was undertaken. The data showed two main challenges: creating interest in putting modules online, and
establishing one blended online degree. In conclusion, mentorship and modelling are useful drivers in the
creation of interest in teaching in an online environment, and the DL Liaison Officer can serve as an effective
agent of change.

Introduction

The adoption of distance learning modalities has been a challenging and a markedly incremental
process within the University of Technology, Jamaica (UTech, Jamaica). In furtherance of this goal,
the university adopted the use of Distance Learning Liaisons in each faculty/college as change
agents to spur the process.

Distance learning at UTech, Jamaica is centrally coordinated through the Office of Distance Learning
(ODL). UTech, Jamaica consists of five faculties and three colleges. In 2010, Distance Learning (DL)
Liaison Officers were appointed in each faculty/college by their respective Deans. Persons were
chosen from those who had embraced distance learning and were considered ‘distance learning
champions’ within their respective faculties/colleges. These officers were given the responsibility
of bridging the gap between their respective faculties/colleges, the ODL and any other distance
learning-related activity. In the College of Health Sciences (COHS), the key issues that were
encountered by the COHS Liaison Officer during a three-year process were levels of staff interest
in developing modules online, concerns about intellectual property, and technical and attitudinal
challenges encountered in establishing one blended online degree. Across the university, DL Liaison
Officers were met with fierce resistance in the initial two years. Over time, there was improvement
to varying degrees throughout the university.
In aiding the process, strategies and support structures were developed and implemented to
encourage staff involvement in online/blended modalities, thereby improving the capacity of the
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COHS to operate and compete in a globalised tertiary environment and enhancing its prospects
for improved financial returns. UTech, Jamaica determined that online/blended modalities was
the most feasible way to expand the reach of the University and expand its student numbers.
The physical space of the university’s campus is constrained and recruiting students for face-toface instruction therefore had limitations. Failure to build a culture accepting of online/blended
modalities would stymie the university’s plans for expansion with profitability.
This paper describes the experience of the DL Liaison Officer for the College of Health Sciences at
UTech, Jamaica. It gives an account of some of the challenges of implementing online learning and
the lessons learnt, in the context of a developing country. More importantly, it describes strategies
developed and piloted over a three-year period (2010-2013) that led to modest achievements. The
findings should be instructive for emerging universities in small developing states.

Literature Review

The online modality gives many persons the option of studying while still maintaining a job and a
family. It is expected that the number of online students will continue to increase (Allen & Seaman
2014). The idea that there is a large non-traditional population of potential students who have not
been able to gain tertiary education due to work-, family- or community-related time constraints
(e.g. mature employed students, disabled students, active military students), or due to being
remote from a suitable educational institution (e.g. students in rural areas), is a great driver for
online education at the level of faculty and university administration (Mayadas, Bourne & Bacsich
2009; Bacow, Bowen, Guthrie, Lack & Long 2012). Other rationale for offering online courses and
programmes include growth of revenue, improvement of retention rates, responding to space
constraints, cost management, and improvement in learning outcomes (Bacow et al. 2012). Several
tertiary institutions see online education as part of their long-term strategy (Allen & Seaman 2013;
2014). With its commitment to the promotion of lifelong learning, personal development and
service to the community, UTech, Jamaica included distance education as a part of its 2006-2010
strategic plan (CEODL 2009). As with many institutions, this decision is often met with resistance
at the faculty level (Bacow et al. 2012).

Teaching in the Online Environment
The one-way mode of instruction with the only expert being the faculty member does not exist in
the online environment (Conceição 2006). As a result, for faculty to embrace online teaching, they
have to change how they approach teaching. In the online modality, the faculty role has changed to
a supportive role, with teaching and learning becoming a partnership (Conceição 2006). Not only
does the role change for the faculty involved, but teaching in the online environment influences
traditional teaching. Learning to teach online can potentially alter faculty’s face-to-face teaching
practices by changing their assumptions and beliefs about teaching (Redmond 2011; McQuiggan
2012). In addition, as faculty become more involved in online teaching, their beliefs and teaching
presence change from an initial resistance to online teaching to an approach which is mindful of the
student experience and promotes a dialogical approach to online learning (Redmond 2011).

Barriers to the Acceptance of Online Teaching
Faculty are more pessimistic than optimistic about online learning, while academic technology
administrators are extremely optimistic about the growth of online learning (Allen & Seaman
2012). Academic leaders have identified lack of faculty acceptance as one of the barriers to the
extensive adoption of online learning (Allen & Seaman 2013). Other barriers identified by academic
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leaders included a need for more discipline on the part of online students, lower retention rates for
online courses, and a lack of acceptance of online degrees by potential employers (Allen & Seaman
2007; 2013). Faculty resistance to change with respect to online teaching is comprehensible because
in order to teach online, there has to be a change in how they think about teaching and learning.
They have to acquire a multitude of new technological skills and training in the development of
excellent online instruction, and this is an ongoing process (Fish & Wickersham 2009). In order to
have optimal uptake of learning technologies by faculty, not only should training be addressed, but
structural factors (e.g. resources and technical support) must also be provided (Buchanan, Sainter &
Saunders 2013). With the rapid changes in technology, and students becoming progressively more
technologically savvy (Bacow et al. 2012; Reilly, Vandenhouten, Gallagher-Lepak & Ralston-Berg
2012), professional development in e-learning has to be an ongoing process for faculty (Reilly et al.
2012; Smidt, McDyre, Bunk, Li & Gatenby 2014).

Motivation for the Acceptance of Online Teaching
In a study that examined the importance of excitement versus fear in explaining why some
faculty have negative rather than positive attitudes about distance education, it was suggested
that university administrators may find it helpful to implement policies and practices that instil a
sense of excitement about distance education in all faculty (Bunk, Li, Smidt, Bidetti & Malize 2015).
Studies that looked at faculty attitudes towards online teaching have shown interesting results.
Faculty who were at the beginning of their teaching careers have been found to be more excited
about online learning compared with seasoned veterans (Allen & Seaman 2012). Faculty who had
feelings of fear more than excitement and who had no experience teaching online had a greater
tendency to report that their institution was pushing too much in regard to online education (Bunk
et al. 2015). Also of interest, faculty who felt more excitement than fear and had no experience with
online teaching indicated the lowest levels of agreement, not those who felt more excitement than
fear but had more experience teaching online (Bunk et al. 2015).
There also seems to be a relationship between faculty teaching experiences and attitude towards
online learning, as those who were involved in teaching both online and blended courses tend to
report that they feel more excitement than fear, while those who teach online had a less positive
view, followed by those who teach blended courses only (Allen & Seaman 2012). Faculty who did
not teach either blended or online courses were more likely to express fear compared with faculty
who were teaching online and/or blended courses (Allen & Seaman 2012).
Teaching experience is also important when looking at the institutional level. Both faculty and
administrators from institutions with extensive online offerings tended to be more positive about
online learning compared with their peers at other institutions (Allen & Seaman 2012).

Leading Change
Leading faculty change is a challenging process (Painter & Clark 2015). For change to occur, it
has to happen at the individual level (Fullan 2007). Change does not just happen, however; it has
to be guided (Scott, Coates & Anderson 2008). Leadership is complicated, with authoritative and
affiliative aspects (Fullan 2014). In creating a culture of change, a leader should be able to present
good ideas well, listen to doubters and build good relationships (Fullan 2014).
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Summary
With more universities including distance education in their strategic planning, it is important to
bear in mind that face-to-face teaching differs from teaching in the online environment. As a result,
faculty tend to resist this new modality in which they have to acquire new skills in order to teach.
Nevertheless, as faculty get more involved, the motivation for the acceptance of online teaching
grows.

Research Question

This study addresses the following research question:

In an environment where the online modality is a new phenomenon that is generally being
resisted by faculty throughout a university, what are the management strategies needed to
initiate change, thereby improving faculty acceptance of this modality?

Method

This study applied the historical meta-analysis of documents generated over a three-year period.
The documents included minutes of meetings, event programmes and journal notes. Documentary
evidence related to distance learning and the COHS were systematically collected from minutes,
special reports, and decision and action sheets generated from meetings held from 2010 to 2013.
The meetings consisted of the COHS General Staff meetings, the COHS Senior Staff meetings,
the COHS Board meetings, the ODL Committee meetings and the distance learning governance
workgroup meetings. Ethical clearance was received from the university’s ethics committee, since
all documents used were in the public domain. The first author was a participant researcher and
served as DL Liaison Officer for the COHS during 2010 to 2013. This enabled the researcher to
observe the transition first-hand.
Data analysis was an iterative process. An initial cursory examination of minutes of the COHS
General Staff meetings, COHS Senior Staff meetings, the COHS Board meetings, the ODL Committee
meetings and the DL governance workgroup meeting was done to identify the emergent themes
related to the research question. Notes taken over the study duration and event programmes were
also analysed similarly, and each theme was then coded. A thorough examination of the documents
was then done, at which time the codes were applied to the content of the documents. The data
were then organised manually according to the themes as indicated by the codes.

Results

A total of 139 documents were reviewed and coded according to the emergent themes from the
analysis. The documents included minutes of meetings, special reports, notes, event programmes,
and decision and action sheets. Document analysis unearthed two main challenges that were
encountered in the specified timeframe: ii) creating an interest in putting modules online, and ii)
technical deficiencies in establishing one blended online degree. Both challenges are presented,
followed by the solutions employed.

Creating an Interest in Putting Modules Online
The Challenge

Recruitment emails for training sessions to familiarise staff with the MOODLE learning management
system were sent by the DL Liaison Officer to all COHS academic staff. The purpose of these emails
was to encourage academic staff to put their modules online. The response to these emails was
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low. In the few cases where there was a response and arrangements made for training, there was
a tendency for the staff to not turn up. Follow-up face-to-face interviews of academic staff asking
them why they did not respond to the emails or did not turn up after making the appointment
gave two main answers. The most popular answer given by staff in both situations was ‘no reason’.
These staff did not consider such training as a priority. The second reason academic staff gave was
because of work constraints. They saw training and online module development as taking time
from their day-to-day work. Third, academic staff were reluctant to put their lecture notes online
due to concerns about intellectual property rights. This concern was especially true in the cases
where faculty members were part-time. The main question was, ‘Who owned the teaching material
that was placed online?’
The Solution

The ODL began coordinating a monthly series of discussion forums that were rotated through
the faculties/colleges, with the assistance of the DL Liaisons. The main purposes were for the DL
Liaison Officers to meet and greet faculty members, to showcase their distance learning activities/
achievements, to share information about emerging technologies (tools, techniques and thoughts)
and to discuss intellectual property rights. The first of these forums took place in the COHS on
27 October 2011. The forum had heavy competition from a health insurance meeting that several
staff members thought was more critical at the time and, as a result, the DL Liaison Officer
received several apologies for non-attendance and only a handful of staff turned up. Despite the
low response, the DL Liaison Officer, along with another academic staff, showcased their online
modules. In addition, the draft document on intellectual property rights that was emailed to all
members of staff on 7 October 2011 was discussed and feedback was invited.
The forum was then repeated on 26 January 2012. As a result, all were given the opportunity to
voice their concerns about intellectual property rights. In addition to the development of the policy,
an intellectual property flowchart was also developed and circulated among staff to allow for ease
of access. It was hoped that this would meet the concerns of staff members.

Following these forums, interest improved greatly due to verbal recommendations from the few
who were present. The DL Liaison Officer thus got the opportunity to show various staff members
on an individual basis throughout the college how to use MOODLE, or how to correct problems.
In addition, improvements were seen in the number of modules that were prepared by faculty
members for online delivery. In October 2011, 56 modules within the COHS were completed and
made ready for online delivery. At that time, there were no new modules being prepared. By March
2012, the number of modules that were completed and made ready for online delivery increased to
67, with an additional 13 modules being prepared for delivery.

Establishment of One Blended Online Degree
The Challenge

Each college/faculty was given the mandate to begin to pilot one degree programme utilising
a blended approach to learning by September 2011. For the COHS, two courses of study – both
from the School of Pharmacy (SOP) – were chosen due to diminishing enrolment for conversion to
blended delivery during the 2011-2012 academic year. Lecturers who belonged to both courses of
study were contacted. Mobilisation of staff was difficult, and there were three main reasons behind
this. First, members of staff did not understand why they should respond to the DL Liaison Officer,
which was a new role, instead of to their Dean or Head of School. Second, the DL Liaison Officer
belonged to a different school within the COHS and the SOP lecturers believed that the directive
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should come from within their school. Third, there was a reluctance among the staff from the SOP
to participate in distance learning, since most of them were part-time faculty.
The Solution

Two lecturers from the SOP were recruited and given the mandate to mobilise staff and report to
the DL Liaison Officer. The expectation was that with the help of familiar faces, resistance would
be overcome. A new appeal was then made to the school by the DL Liaison Officer, at which point
recruitment of staff from this school for training improved. Lecturers for the pharmacy modules,
however, expressed concerns over their intellectual property rights.

During this time, a new Dean was appointed who suggested that implementation should be
approached as a project with a task force of nine persons: the Distance Learning Liaison Officer,
an Instructional Designer, a Content Developer, a Programme Director, an Office of Distance
Learning representative, a Chief Business Financial Officer, a Senior Business and Development
Officer, a Librarian, and a Learning Technology Support Unit representative. This resulted in an
efficient method of converting larger numbers of modules in a systematic way with the help of the
Instructional Designer, the Content Developer and the Office of Distance Learning representative.
The Programme Director had the day-to-day responsibility for the management of the faculty
during the course development, and eventually for the course delivery. The Chief Business Financial
Officer, the Senior Business and Development Officer, the Librarian, and the Learning Technology
Support Unit representative had the responsibility of foreseeing issues of fee structure, registration,
library needs and technology support, respectively. The Distance Learning Liaison Officer had the
responsibility of effectively managing this team of persons from various sectors of the university,
and thereby establishing one blended online degree.

Discussion
Creating an Interest in Putting Modules Online
The avoidance approach by staff was understandable, as members of staff saw this new modality
as unfamiliar work in a new territory. It is important to understand that change can have an
emotional impact on the people involved (Hord, Rutherford, Huling & Hall 2008). The avoidance
observed may have been an indication of early stages of change (Hord et al. 2008). In order to teach
online, lecturers have to move out of their comfort zone of teaching face-to-face to teaching over
distance. There was a fear of appearing incompetent, especially since they are accustomed to being
the experts (Bower 2001; Conceição 2006). This fear may lead to faculty resistance if they feel that
their level of training or experience is inadequate (Bower 2001; Fish & Wickersham 2009). Change
happens at the individual level and has to be internalised by the individual before it is accepted
(Hord et al. 2008). It is expected in the near future that all academic staff will eventually become
involved in online teaching as the demand for online courses increases and blended approaches
become the norm for tertiary institutions (Mayadas, Bourne & Bacsich 2009). It is important for
lecturers to evolve their teaching practices to meet this demand (Lloyd, Byrne & McCoy 2012),
as those who are unable to teach except in a face-to-face setting will become obsolete over time,
apart from in some exclusive colleges (Mayadas et al. 2009). This is especially important as the
‘millennials’ who are accustomed to podcasts, text messaging and virtual worlds become part of
the school population (Mayadas et al. 2009; Reilly et al. 2012) and institutions come under pressure
to serve this generation of students (Bacow et al. 2012).
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It is true that web-based course development is time consuming and must be done at the front
end of the semester (Ryan, Hodson-Carlton & Ali 2004; Bacow et al. 2012; Allen & Seaman 2013;
Smidt et al. 2014). Also, it takes more faculty time and effort to teach online than to teach face-toface (Allen & Seaman 2013). This additional work led to unwillingness among UTech, Jamaica
academic staff, which was a reasonable response. Situations like these have been seen in other
tertiary institutions where academic staff have reported workload as a major issue (Ryan et al.
2004). When lecturers with and without experience of online education were compared, those who
had the least experience of online education perceived the barriers as greater than those who had
the most experience, and any type of online experience – whether in teaching or learning – led to
a reduction in perceived barriers (Lloyd et al. 2012; Seaman 2009). Lecturers who had no online
experience tended to be negative towards online learning outcomes (Seaman 2009). It is possible
that as lecturers obtain more experience in teaching online, perceived barriers such as workload
may become less of an issue.
Faculty members were more receptive when a colleague showed them how to use the learning
management system. This method of increasing interest was a type of mentorship whereby
someone who has taught online becomes a valuable resource (Johnson 2008). Also, staff can benefit
from going online and viewing other faculty members’ courses (Johnson, 2008).

Concerns about intellectual property was not a surprising development because there is a tendency
for policy issues – such as ownership, compensation, release time and faculty workload – to
materialise as online teaching evolves (Ryan et al. 2004). This self-concern is an indication of the
early stages of change (Hord et al. 2008). Navigating an uncertain intellectual property landscape
for content developed for delivery online is one of the barriers to the widespread adoption of
online education (Bacow et al. 2012). Similar to the COHS, other institutions have had to deal with
the question of course/module ownership, since another faculty member may teach it next time
around and there is uncertainty as to how much can one ‘fiddle around’ with content developed
by another lecturer (Ryan et al. 2004). Such a reluctance also applies to faculty who are asked to use
online courses that were developed by third parties. In general, faculty members take great pride in
determining course content and the sequence and method by which the content will be taught, and
are particularly unwilling to teach courses that they do not ‘own’ (Bacow et al. 2012).

Establishment of One Blended/Online Degree
The roles of leader/change agent and trainer emerged as significant in the establishment of blended/
online programmes at the tertiary level (Williams 2003). This role of leader/change agent in the
implementation and management of distance education programmes is similar to that suggested
in a study that identified 13 necessary roles in online course development (Williams 2003). These
are roles, not positions or titles, and many roles can be assumed by one person (Williams 2003). In
another model that uses a team approach, the suggested team consists of a single faculty member
working with the instructional development support team (Puzziferro & Shelton 2014). A stronger
leadership role was recommended for the Instructional Technologist in this model.

The project team approach proved to be very effective in changing the trajectory. It eliminated, to
a great degree, the complaints of the lecturers involved, which were similar to those of the overall
COHS staff not long before, and limited the time spent on concerns about intellectual property
rights. In a survey of faculty in the United States, more than 75 per cent believed that it took
more effort to develop an online course than to teach one, and more than 85 per cent of all faculty
with online course development experience said it takes ‘somewhat more’ or ‘a lot more’ effort
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(Seaman 2009). With the division of labour through the help of the Instructional Designer and
Content Developer, the SOP faculty were able to focus on content development. The opportunity
was emphasised for the declaration of intellectual property rights for work(s) created prior to
employment, or for non-commissioned work(s) created during employment. This meant that the
traditional role of faculty was shifted or ‘unbundled’. In this shifting or unbundling, the lecturers
do not have the full responsibility for all technology- and competency-based functions; instead, the
instructional activities are disaggregated and assigned to distinct professionals (Paulson 2002). The
role of the academic staff has become more that of a facilitator than a traditional lecturer (Bower
2001; Yang & Cornelious 2005).
With this method of implementation, the COHS successfully established an online course of study
in 2013. Based on the lessons learnt, the COHS is on its way to establishing two new online courses
of study.

Conclusion

This study indicates that the COHS is in an early stage of change with regards to acceptance of
distance education. The avoidance by staff and the questioning of intellectual property rights may
be indications of staff being in the ‘self-concern’ stage of change. Mentorship and modelling may
be an effective approach to create interest in teaching in an online environment. This can involve
showcasing work done by other members of staff, which can be quite important for the creation
of a trustworthy environment. The project approach can also be useful in establishing a division
of labour that can be utilised to effect change. Trust is an essential value that helps to cement
commitment to the purpose of change.

Implications
The implications for tertiary institutions are that in implementing an online teaching modality,
not only should staff be trained in the use of technology, but motivation strategies should be
implemented simultaneously. Second, if a university wishes to increase its online offering, although
staff may be fearful or inexperienced, a project team approach can be an efficient method, especially
since it gives faculty needed support.

Recommendations
The management of change in the acceptance of distance education requires patience. The raising
of questions about any innovative change should not be seen as a negative. Instead, it should be
accepted as part of the change process and information should be supplied to lead this process.
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Leading and Managing Change to Impact
Student Engagement and Attainment –
A Case Study of 1st year General
Chemistry University Students
Kamilah Hylton, Kadia Hylton-Fraser, Natalie Guthrie-Dixon and
Kenesha Wilson

Abstract: General chemistry I is currently taken by university students in their first or second year,
depending on their course diet schedules. Typically, students are enrolled in science-based programs such as
medical technology, science and education, applied science, dietetics and nutrition, and engineering. Over the
last five years, the pass rate has ranged between 30 and 50 per cent. Attempts at intervention have included
tutor centres, team teaching and lab reorganisation. This was based on the accepted pedagogical approach that
students needed to interface with the material more frequently in smaller groups and that adopting different
instructional strategies that cater to different learning styles would be adequate. In essence, the approach was
to reorganise how the teaching was done. However, data collected through routine course assessments by
students revealed feelings of helplessness, being overwhelmed, irrelevance of the material to the ‘real world’ or
their area of study, the considerable gap between secondary and tertiary level education and the concomitant
perception being distant from the reality. As a result, it is clear that departmental policy is lacking, as these
mitigating factors that pertained to the social and academic well-being of the students had not previously been
considered. Perhaps more importantly, constant changes in the students’ demographic have emphasised an
urgent need at the tertiary level for a leadership approach that effectively leads and manages the change process
so that students’ academic attainment is more positively affected.

Introduction

General chemistry I is a module taken by students at the University of Technology, Jamaica
(UTech, Ja) who are pursuing undergraduate degree programmes in medical technology, Applied
science, engineering, occupational health and safety, dietetics and nutrition, environmental health
and science and education. Over the past few years, the pass rate has ranged between 30 and
50 per cent for the theory segment, which is far below the 70 per cent pass rate standard set by
this university. This contrasts sharply with a pass rate of approximately 95 to 100 per cent for the
laboratory component, which represents the application of theory. This paper seeks to spotlight the
factors influencing the performance of students in the general chemistry module, the response of
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students to changes in instructional strategies, and the response of lecturers who had responsibility
for implementing said strategies. In addition, the paper discusses possible strategies for leading
and managing the change process, thereby possibly improving educational outcomes.

Universally, the performance of students in general chemistry has been widely studied and
correlated to factors such as assessment type and format (Danili & Reid 2006), reasoning ability
(Bird 2010), mathematics performance (Hahn & Polik 2004), class attendance and lecture style (Birk
& Foster 1993). At the 2014 American Chemical Society (ACS) National Meeting, many universities
discussed similar issues they encountered, with interventions including the use of clickers and
an ‘atoms-first approach’ in teaching chemistry, as well as support strategies such as workbooks,
guided inquiry and the use of flipped lectures/classrooms (i.e. getting students to do lower-level
learning outside of class to increase active learning in class).

Some universities are beginning to assess why areas such as empirical formula, reaction types,
activity series, the history of atomic models and valence shell electron-pair repulsion (VSEPR)
theory are taught to non-majors. In fact, an assessment of general chemistry exams over the past
25 years shows that most questions focus on periodicity and that there are a number of items not
covered or hardly covered. These include topics such as non-covalent forces with large molecules,
chemical reactions requiring energy, kinetics, reversible reactions and size of equilibrium constant.
With myriad factors at play, it is vital that there is a clear objective in terms of what students are to
learn and how to craft an intervention that will have a meaningful influence on their performance.
Perhaps more importantly, an approach needs to be adopted that will help students and lecturers
embrace these interventions aimed at effecting change.
It is recognised that there is a complex interplay between these factors, and so careful study is
required if significant improvement is to be recognised. Studies conducted by Bligh (2000) and
Bunce et al. (2010) indicate that attention drops after the first few minutes of a lecture, and there
is therefore a need to depart from traditional lecturing towards more interactive techniques
involving clickers, visual aids or demonstrations. Bird (2010) demonstrated a relationship between
logical reasoning ability and performance in general chemistry such that the ‘attainment of logical
reasoning skills is an essential element for mastery of general chemistry concepts’ (p. 7). Bunce
and Hutchinson (1993) also found that there was no significant difference between students who
attended traditional lectures and those who used a personalised system of interaction. Based
on the previously mentioned literature indicating that active learning strategies could facilitate
improvements in learning outcomes, this study initially focused on changing lecture styles – moving
from teacher-centred to student-centred approaches and facilitating greater interaction with the
material. This change did not yield any significant improvements in performance. Students still felt
disconnected and burdened and attendance did not improve.

In this instance, first-order change is clearly what occurred. First-order change is most commonly
defined as change which involves doing more or less of that which already exists – essentially,
it requires no new learning and produces no significant alteration in the structure of the system
(Fout 2003). It was observed at UTech, Ja, for example, that timetabling by the Scheduling Unit of
additional hours did not occur and once the lecturer implementing the change left the university,
the previous situation returned. Usually, first-order change is met with little resistance, as there is
no challenge to an individual’s belief system. Second-order change, on the other hand, is creating
a new approach to the manner in which things are done. It requires a fundamental shift in one’s
philosophical beliefs and poses a significant challenge to the status quo, as it requires new learning
(Goodman 1995).
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It is clear then, that second-order, rather than first-order change is what is necessary if there is to be
sustained improvement over the long term. As Fout (2003) states,

There is evidence that one of the reasons schools remain unchanged is that the reforms
or changes have been superficial in nature and/or arbitrary in their adoption. Teachers
and schools often went through the motions of adopting the new practices, but the
changes were neither deep nor long-lasting. In other words, the outward manifestations
of the changes were present, but the ideas or philosophy behind the changes were not
understood, misunderstood, or rejected. Consequently, any substantive change in the
classroom experience or school culture failed to take root. The illusion of change is created
through a variety of activities, but the qualitative experience for students in the classroom
remains unchanged when the ideas driving daily practice remain unchanged.

In changing the strategies in the classroom, the lecturers in the general chemistry I module neglected
the fact that student attendance was indeed low and that changing instructional strategies would
only have affected those who were already attending classes. Consequently, before any further
changes were undertaken, the impact of attendance at tutorials on performance was assessed.

Methodology

Data concerning 192 students registered for the General Chemistry module in semester 1 of the
academic year (AY) 2011/12 were analysed in order to address the following research question:
Does regular attendance of tutorials affect student performance in the general chemistry module?
Based on the following selection criteria, the sample size was reduced from 192 to 186:
•
•
•

Observations were included only if there were no missing grades for the four
assessments, namely, test 1, test 2, test 3 and the final examination grades
Groups with only one observation were excluded.

Lab work is done separately and therefore was not considered in this analysis.

Univariate analyses were performed to explore the association of performance in the module
with level of attendance to tutorials. In order to meet the required assumptions for conducting the
statistical analyses, the data were manipulated and analysed as follows:
•
•

Grade categories were created based on the grading system guidelines published in
the University of Technology, Jamaica Undergraduate Student Handbook 2014-15 so as to
minimise the number of cells that had low expected frequencies.
The Shapiro-Wilk test was employed (p = 0.042) using a 1 per cent level of significance
so as to verify that the assumption of normality for the data.

Chi-square tests were performed to identify whether the level of performance in the module
was associated with each of three categorical variables – Regular attendance of tutorials, Gender
and Programme of Study. In addition, an independent Student’s t-test was conducted in order
to determine what relationship existed, if any, between overall performance in the module and
attendance at tutorials which was rigorously monitored throughout the semester.
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Results and Discussion
Change in Lecture Style
Based on instructor feedback from various departmental meetings, it was collectively decided to
incorporate more active learning strategies in these general chemistry classes in an effort to increase
student activity and engagement (Prince 2004). Activities included more time spent on problemsolving tasks during lecture sessions so students could practice solving questions under a guided
approach and through peer collaboration. The benefits of having students operate in a peer-assisted,
collaborative learning environment have been thoroughly studied and well documented (Topping
& Ehly 1998). These include encouraging ownership of class material, increasing students’ selfefficacy, and improving study habits and communication skills. The small group activities are
based on a constructivist approach as students would be able to share and discuss their ideas,
which in turn, would help them to formulate their own understanding and make logical deductions
(Akinoglu & Yasar 2007). Examples given were also more culturally relevant and appropriate
demonstrations were included. Tutorials were rescheduled to ensure that a tutorial on a particular
topic took place after the lecture was given. Students were given more questions than could be
completed in the hour-long tutorial with the understanding that learning should also take place
outside of the classroom. This change did not yield any significant improvement.

Increased Tutorial Sessions
In a study at Arizona State University (Birk & Foster 1993), it was shown that students who
attended lectures tended to perform better in general chemistry. In fact, it went on to state that
these, in general, were better students overall. In an attempt to determine whether this held true in
our context, the results of the univariate analyses were analysed.
Chi-square tests

Only the first chi-square test, in which the association between performance and regular attendance
of tutorials was explored, was deemed statistically significant (p < 0.01). The second chi-square test
gave a p-value of 0.814, and although the third chi-square test gave a p-value of 0.031, it is not
discussed further since the minimum number of cells with low expected frequencies was exceeded,
as 70 per cent of the cells had values below 5. Table 1 and the related graphical illustration in Figure
1 summarise the data concerning the performance in the general chemistry module after classifying
by tutorial attendance. Table 2 provides the results for all three chi-square tests.
Table 1: Cross-tabulation for Regular Attendance of Tutorials and Performance in Module

Regular
attendance
of tutorials
Total

Excellent
(80% - 100%)

Performance in module
Good
Satisfactory
(65% - 79%)
(50% - 64%)

Unsatisfactory
(Below 50%)

Total

No

3

9

16

75

103

Yes

5

17

25

36

83

8

26

41

111

186
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Figure 1: Pattern of Regular Tutorial Attendance and Performance
Level of performance
on module

80

Excellent (80% - 100%)
Good (65% - 74%)
Satisfactory (50% - 64%)
Unsatisfactory (Below 50%)

Count

60

40

20

0

NO

YES

Regular Attendance
Table 2: Results for Chi-square Tests for Association with Level of Performance
Variable
Regular attendance of tutorials
Gender
Programme of study
Independent samples t-test

Pearson chi-square
value
16.682
0.946
42.267

df

p-value

3
3
27

0.001
0.814
0.031

An independent-samples t-test was used to explore the association between the overall grades
awarded for the module when expressed as a continuous variable and the level of attendance to
tutorials. The results for the independent-samples t-test indicated that the average overall grades
are significantly different for the two groups (p < 0.01). The statistics regarding the overall grades
for each group are provided in Table 3, with a related error bar graph in Figure 2 for the 95 per cent
confidence intervals for the mean grades.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for the Overall Grades After Classifying by Attendance

Overall
grade

Regular
attendance of
tutorials

N

No
Yes

103
83

Mean

43.3626
54.5964

Std.
deviation
15.88448
16.77950

Std. error
mean
1.56514
1.84179

95% Confidence
interval
Lower
40.2582
50.9325

Upper
46.4671
58.2603

Figure 2: Error Bar Graph Showing the 95% Confidence Intervals for the Mean Overall Grades
60.00

[50.93%, 58.26%]

54.60%

55.00

95% CI Overall Grade

36

50.00

[40.26%, 46.47%]
45.00

43.36%
40.00
NO

YES

Regular Attendance
For this group, there was a 95 per cent chance of their grades lying between 51 and 58 per cent (a
passing grade), whereas for the group who did not attend tutorials regularly, there was a 95 per
cent chance of their grades lying between 40 and 46 per cent (a failing grade).

The results for the univariate analyses confirmed that for the population being studied, regular
attendance of tutorials positively impacted performance. Against this backdrop, it was then
assumed that if an increase in tutorial attendance was facilitated, success in the module would be
vastly improved. Additionally, based on student interviews and requests from other faculties, the
lecturers decided to provide increased opportunities for students to have the tutorial interface.
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Change is important because it opens new pathways to learning. One can find different and
improved ways of completing tasks, thus making life easier and more beneficial and providing
individuals with an opportunity to gain more education about the way in which things function,
which facilitates a greater level of adaptability to changing environments. Having recognised how
crucial tutorial attendance was to performance, and that a change in lecture style had yielded
no significant improvements, the lecturers began to devise strategies for improving student
attendance of tutorial sessions. Consequently, the number of consultation hours was increased by a
factor of about ten. A tutorial room was assigned and each of the four general chemistry lecturers/
tutors was given a specific time to conduct tutoring sessions. These were separate from the regular
consultation hours of a lecturer.
Only around 2 to 5 per cent of the students turned up, and these were typically the students that
were doing well in the course. It was noticed, however, that towards the end of the semester, the
number of students that attended increased marginally. At this time, however, they were not
interested in learning anything, but rather in knowing what would be coming on the exam. Since
students were not attending tutorials or consultation sessions, they were also given the option of
doing practice questions and submitting their work so they could receive feedback. Again, it was
observed that only a minute percentage responded. At this point, it was recognised that traditional
intervention was not being effective and it was now assumed that lack of interest/motivation was
a significant issue that had to be tackled. Unstructured interviews of students revealed that they
were simply not interested – they felt the content was excessive and required them to recall too
much. They also indicated that their lack of interest stemmed from the perceived irrelevance to
their current areas of study such that they were unable to articulate why Thomson and Rutherford
experiments were necessary for someone studying environmental health, for example.

Focus groups and informal interviews with students in the general chemistry course have
attributed their poor performance to poor tutorial attendance, inability to manage, too much to
recall, absence of motivation and lack of connection to other science curricula. This led to the belief
that the changes being implemented were too superficial, or were what Goodman (1995) refers
to as ‘change without difference’, that is, change that occurs based on the current knowledge and
skills of the personnel involved. This type of change tends to be less impactful as essentially either
more or less is done of what was already being done – no significant challenge to the status quo is
involved. Consequently, there needs to be a change not only in the teaching approaches to effect
change in student performance but, perhaps more significantly, also a fundamental change in staff
mindset such that members of staff would begin to understand how to connect the curriculum
to real world objectives and authentic experiences, which would likely positively impact student
engagement and performance. Above all, staff would gain new insight, new experiences, new
knowledge and new skills.
Understandably, people are usually uncomfortable with change for a myriad of reasons, which
lead them to resist or even boycott the process. In this study, interviews with the lecturers revealed
that the discomfort was due to the increased demands on their time that additional sessions would
imply, coupled with the belief that students would not attend the sessions. Focus groups with
students indicated that in many instances, timetable clashes, poor time management, inadequate
preparation and fear of being ridiculed by classmates for not understanding resulted in them not
attending tutorials, despite appreciating their importance.

Humans are simultaneously the implementers and subjects of change and, according to Bridges
(1991), there needs to be a shift in the mental attitudes, beliefs and philosophies of those who
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undergo/experience change. Consequently, the initial process involved making it easier for
students to have more one-to-one consultation with the lecturers by offering more options and more
privacy. A special room was secured for these consultations because the staff room had cubicles
that would not allow for adequate privacy during consultation. The anticipated increase was not
realised, as this change still did not address core issues of disinterest, feelings of incompetence and
disconnection of the curricula from the real world.
An organisation’s ability to respond to the need for change is critical to its survival, but perhaps
even more critical is the degree to which the change is managed and sustained to have the desired
effect on the organisation. Bridges (1991) refers to a stage of transition in which there is increased
workload as individuals acclimatise themselves to new systems and new ways of working. This
was indeed the case for the two lecturers in trying to facilitate greater number of tutorial sessions.
They added ten extra hours per week and gave students additional worksheets and questions
which they also agreed to grade and return within a week to allow for timely feedback. This was
particularly time-consuming as there were no teaching assistants to offset the increased load. As a
result, lecturers admitted to feeling higher levels of frustration as well as experiencing lower levels
of productivity.
The lecturers’ and students’ responses during the various initiatives implemented are symptomatic
of what Bridges (1991) outlined in his transition model: frustration, scepticism, anxiety and low
productivity. The challenge, however, rested in the fact that the change process was not properly
implemented, led or managed. So in essence what occurred was a process that was superficial,
rather than transformative. As is the case with first-order change, the results are not sustained as
there has been no significant challenge to a person’s belief system or modus operandi. In order to
manage change effectively, the lecturers must be ready for change and be cognizant of the way
in which this is projected to the students, as it is the bridge between a positive work attitude and
successful change implementation. The ultimate goal during the change management process is
to create an environment in which lecturers operate at a higher level of ‘being’ and ‘doing’ and are
able to positively impact the performance of their students in the course content.
According to Rogers (1962), for any innovation to be successful, there needs to be communication
among the members of the organisation (the ‘social system’) over a period of time via certain
channels. Significantly, this was identified as a flaw within the chemistry department as there were
not enough opportunities for lecturers to engage with each other so that ideas could be renewed
after moments of deep reflection on their practice. This is further underscored by Kanter’s (1983)
innovation theory, which encourages organisations to invest in their employees as well as to create
an environment in which they are given the power to innovate and put their ideas into action
in a bid to minimise resistance to the change process. There needs to be a space provided where
lecturers are encouraged to become learners as well as to align their instructional practices with
their reformed role in the classroom, especially in light of students’ complaint that content delivery
was lacking in real-world connectivity.
Interestingly, one of the main lecturers on the course left the university and, unfortunately,
things reverted to their original status. Tutorial sessions decreased until eventually they were
discontinued. Obviously, this kind of response is problematic as the survival of any organisation
hinges primarily on the ability of its employees to respond to the need for change and make the
necessary adjustments. It is clear, then, that much needs to be improved if lecturers are to be in a
position to challenge, in a more fundamental way, the many untapped minds that traverse the
university’s corridors.
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‘When change is imposed on veteran teachers, the implicit message is often not just that the new idea
will be better, but also that what the teacher has been doing for years is ineffective or even harmful’
(Sikes 1992: 37). To mitigate this feeling for lecturers and to ensure that strategies implemented reap
success, Baker (1998) suggests the following factors be considered: i) an essential adjustment in
ideas about and actions concerning student attainment; ii) instructional improvement that places
an emphasis on enhancing the teaching learning process; and iii) support that is collaborative and
values partnership and minimises separation. Ultimately, students will respond according to what
their lecturers say and do. It is never easy to change what one fundamentally believes and does, but
as Wilson (1967) states, ‘he who rejects change is the architect of decay. The only human institution
which rejects progress is the cemetery.’ Consequently, the department is endeavouring to meet
regularly and discuss ideas in a collaborative manner with a view to analysing carefully all the
issues identified such that a meaningful strategy can be implemented, resulting in sustained impact
for the teaching-learning process.

Conclusion

Over the past ten years at the University of Technology, Jamaica, the teaching-learning modus
operandi has undergone several changes in an attempt to adapt to the shifts and transformations
in the tertiary education landscape. Such change is never easy, but is necessary for organisations to
improve, remain relevant and be impactful. This paper has spotlighted instances in which strategies
were implemented which were aimed at improving student learning. However, the evidence
indicated that the strategies were not sufficient to cause real reform and improvement in student
achievement outcomes. It is clear that simply increasing contact time for students or implementing
various instructional techniques cannot guarantee the kind of change that is required to reap
significant benefit. Additionally, there are a myriad of factors at play, which could account for
students and lecturers not performing optimally. It will be necessary, moving forward, to identify
these factors and analyse their individual as well as combined impacts on student achievement in
general chemistry. However, we maintain that what is required is a fundamental change which sees
lecturers becoming continuous learners who are willing and open to creating new ways of teaching
underpinned by a shift in their philosophical belief system. It is believed that these efforts at reform
will produce the success that is desired within the classroom.

More importantly, however, it is strong leadership that is required to implement and manage any
successful change initiative. The leader must possess the requisite skills to ensure that the process
is managed in such a way that lecturers do not reject the change process and revert to their old
ways of operating, as was the case when one of the lecturers left UTech, Ja. Additionally, this type
of leadership would create a ‘domino effect’ for students, whose mindsets will likely change in
response to the change in their lecturers. It is never enough for the leader to merely desire change –
the individual must be knowledgeable of the complex processes involved in implementing change
within an educational environment, as well as the key components that will propel that change.

Tertiary institutions present their own complexities, but leadership that has the vision of the
particular institution at the core of what is being done is likely to be more successful. It is this vision
that will influence, support and likely transform the practice of lecturers and seek to help them
in improving their students’ results. The leader must possess a moral purpose and a keen sense
of commitment not only to the development of staff, but also to improved learning outcomes for
students. Of course, ‘leaders do not merely impose goals on followers, but work with others to
create a shared sense of purpose and direction’ (Leithwood & Riehl 2003: 3).
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Critically, then, it is a transformational leader that is needed to effectively lead and manage the
change process. Transformational leadership relies heavily on the ability of the leader, through the
sharing of a vision, to inspire, motivate and build strong teams that are able to achieve extraordinary
results (Robbins & Coulter 2007). Such a leader is intent on transforming the organisation’s culture
through the establishment of strong interpersonal relationships (Bass 1985) by raising the level of
followers’ awareness of the various ways in which goals can be attained (Burns 1978; Hay 2012).
The transformational leader communicates well with team members, effectively communicates
goals and vision, is supportive and emotionally intelligent (Goleman 1998), recognises and awards
team members, and is a good mentor and role model.
The essence of transformational leadership, therefore, is effecting change not only in the environment
but also within the people being led. Essentially, followers are motivated by the example of the
leader and are willing to work together to fulfil stated objectives. Smith (2013) makes the profound
observation that the transformational leader is one who is ‘armed with the audacity of big ideas
and the courage and charisma to challenge the status quo’ (p. 157). Faculty have frequently
complained about the lack of a clearly stated and defined vision for the chemistry division and
the seemingly disjointed and haphazard approach to tackling student learning issues. Moving
forward, therefore, it is imperative that the divisional head leads the transformation process by
clearly articulating a vision for faculty’s role in enhancing learning outcomes in chemistry through
innovative student engagement. The head of department will need to engage faculty to arrive at
a consensus on how goals will be achieved and what the key performance indicators will be. This
could simply be facilitated, in the first instance, by having regular divisional meetings to provide a
forum for evaluation and critical assessments. In this way, faculty would have a collaborative and
organised approach to the teaching of general chemistry that is led by a shared desire to actively
engage students.

Suggestion for Further Research

Analyses based on gender revealed that there was no significance in terms of student performance.
Interestingly, however, the programme of study in which students were enrolled seemed to have
some significance but due to insufficient data points in some programmes (70 per cent of the values
were below the minimum expected frequency of five), it would be hasty to conclude that there is
significance. It is recommended, therefore, that the analyses be repeated with a larger sample size
so as to better capture the effect of the programme of study on student performance.
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The Role of the Principal in New Teacher
Induction: A Jamaican Perspective
Ruth Baker-Gardner

Abstract: Teachers, whether new or experienced, have been described as an important element in the teaching
process in terms of their potential to impact learning outcomes. Based on this premise, induction programmes
have been implemented to provide the support necessary for new teachers to develop competence so that they
can positively impact learning outcomes. Principals are vital to the induction process since, as the leaders in the
institutions, their support and assistance are essential ingredients in developing, monitoring and sustaining
the programme. Research conducted in Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica and Belize indicates that principals’
support for and involvement in induction programmes need to be improved. One strategy to accomplish this is
to educate the principals about their roles and responsibilities in delivering an effective induction programme
within the school. An understanding of their roles and knowledge of how to implement and sustain the
programme will assist them in supporting new teachers, so that students can benefit. This paper defines
teacher induction, outlines some of the reasons new teachers need to be inducted, and explains the role of the
principal in providing induction to the new teachers. It also briefly explores some of the challenges that might
impact the principal’s ability to provide induction support to fledgling teachers.

Introduction

One of the factors cited by the Government of Jamaica for the poor performance of children at
the primary level is teacher quality (Planning Institute of Jamaica 2009). Evans (2007) identifies
the absence of induction programmes as one of the factors contributing to teacher quality when
she states, ‘without a well-planned induction programme, the newly qualified teacher can actually
decline in competence, picking up qualities that are not conducive to teaching and learning’ (para.
6). In recognition of the importance of induction, a national programme for teacher induction was
launched in Jamaica in 2004. The programme was a part of the Primary Education Support Project,
which sought to ‘improve the quality of the delivery of management of educational services at
the primary level’ (Jamaica Information Service 2010, para. 1). It included the training of mentor
teachers to provide on-the-ground support to fledgling teachers as they hone their skills and
develop their repertoire of strategies. Principals were invited to attend the initial day of training
for the induction programme because they were seen as important to the success of the overall
programme. In addition, the principals’ appraisal document includes an item that evaluates the
performance of the principal in developing and implementing a mentorship programme for
teachers as part of the induction programme.
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One year after the Jamaican programme was implemented, a harmonised teacher education
policy was developed by the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) member countries, including
Jamaica. This was a result of the Organisation of American States (OAS) Hemispheric Project. The
policy identified induction as one of the stages in the teacher career cycle, provided a definition of
induction and proposed ‘the establishment of a strong mentoring system to support the progress of
novice teachers (Mark, Joseph & Remy 2005: 28).

Research conducted in 2011 as part of a pilot project to gauge the effectiveness of the Jamaican
induction programme indicated that mentor teachers thought that principals needed to be more
involved in the programme (Baker-Gardner 2011). The principals who were interviewed revealed
that that they were not knowledgeable enough about the programme to provide the kind of support
that mentor teachers required, and they indicated that there was a need for better supervision of
the programme from the Ministry of Education. When further research was conducted (BakerGardner 2013), it was discovered that some mentors were not receiving induction support from
the principals.
Principals from other territories in the Caribbean were also experiencing challenges in providing
adequate support to new teachers as required by the induction programmes. Research conducted
by George & Quamina-Aiyejina (2003) in Trinidad and Tobago revealed that in some cases, teachers
undergoing induction experienced a ‘lack of assistance and/or pedagogical guidance from
cooperating teachers and principals’ (p. vii). In other instances, the new teachers also noted ‘there
was no structured programme for the induction of newly qualified teachers, but rather an informal
system of mentoring and help from other teachers and advice from principals’ (p. vii).

A similar situation was noted in Belize by Samuels (2011). In his research, principals indicated
that they would like to be more involved in the induction programme and they recommended
the implementation of workshops and seminars for school administrators. Garbutt’s (2010: 72)
findings from a study of induction programmes in Belize support that of Samuels, pointing to
‘a low level of support’ offered by school administrators to the induction programme. There is
therefore a need for principals in the Caribbean to be more knowledgeable about their roles in
providing a comprehensive programme of induction for new teachers.

This paper presents an exposition of the role of the principal in ensuring the overall success of the
teacher induction programme. It provides a definition of induction, examines the elements of a
successful induction programme, outlines the role of the principal in establishing and maintaining
an effective programme, and identifies possible challenges that might impact its development and
implementation.

Defining Induction

When new workers are recruited to an organisation, they usually go through a period of adjustment
to help them to effectively and efficiently cope with the demands of the job. This period, known
as induction, is widely practised in the field of education, but its definitions are many and varied,
and this, according to Serpell (2000: 10), points to a ‘lack of clearly conceptualised theoretical
framework’. Castetter and Young (2000) provide a very comprehensive definition of induction.
They concede that it is not only geared towards the achievement of organisational goals, but
additionally it ought to contribute to the individual’s sense of well-being. They define induction
as a ‘systematic organisational effort for helping personnel adjust readily and effectively to new
work assignments so that they can contribute maximally to organisational goals while achieving
work and personal satisfaction’ (p. 141). This definition identifies that induction is a feature of the
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organisation, is not an activity that workers engage in randomly, is specifically for individuals who
have new work assignments, and is not for seasoned workers who are performing their regular
jobs. The definition also specifies the purpose of inducting employees. The categories of employees
who need to be inducted are: beginner, transferred, promoted, demoted, employees who return
from a long period of leave, workers who have changed work groups, re-entrants, experienced
newcomers and temporary workers (Castetter & Young 2000).

Theoretical Framework Underlying Induction

Induction is undergirded by ‘stage theory’, which proposes that a teacher’s career passes through
a number of distinct stages, beginning with pre-service training and ending at retirement. Bartell
(2005: 24) summarised the various stages proposed by six theorists, and this is shown on Table 1.

Based on Table 1, both Fieman-Nemser and Fessler and Christiansen recognise pre-service as
the first stage of the teacher’s career cycle, but the other theorists have indicated that the career
cycle begins after recruitment (Bartell, 2005). At the pre-service stage, the teacher is enrolled in a
programme of training which, within the Caribbean context, can lead to the award of a certificate,
diploma, associate degree, bachelor of education or graduate diploma in teaching (Mark 2013).
During the pre-service years, teachers in the Caribbean undergo practical training through a period
of practicum, but according to Jonson (2002), teaching has to be experienced to be understood, so
although this is a valuable exercise, it does not provide them with the full range of knowledge and
expertise they will need for the job. Both Jonson (2002) and Howard (2006) are of the view that even
teachers who had positive training experiences still encounter difficulty during these early years. In
addition, these new teachers might have difficulty putting the theory into practice.

When teachers are recruited and assume their first teaching positions, they are at the second stage
of their careers. The initial part of this second stage, in which the teacher is in the process of getting
acquainted with the profession and learning to work with children, has been given different names
by different theories. Based on Table 1, it is called the ‘induction’ stage by Burden and Fessler
and Christiansen. The word ‘survival’ is used by Katz and Fieman-Nemser, whereas Berliner
uses the term ‘novice’ to label the beginner (Barell, 2005). The use of the term ‘survival’ alludes to
the challenges associated with this period. During this stage, new teachers’ practice is most easily
shaped and whatever skills they acquire are likely to be those they continue to rely on for the rest
of their careers (Bartell 2005). Fuller’s approach to the stage theory varies from the other theorists
since the focus is more on the concerns that the teacher has at each stage than on providing a name
for each stage. The concerns at the initial stage are self and survival concerns.

Some theorists opine that the induction period extends into a second phase (Katz, Burden, Fessler
& Christiansen, Berliner). This phase bears different names such as ‘consolidation’, ‘adjustment’,
‘competency building’ and ‘advanced beginner’. The names speak to what happens during that
period, and why this is a separate phase from the initial induction period. Fessler and Christiansen
identifies an additional five stages after the induction period, and this represents the most
comprehensive of the stages outlined by the theorists highlighted by Bartell (2005). Regardless of
how the stages are outlined, during a career a teacher is likely to influence many lives, but the
extent of the influence will be primarily dependent on what happens during training and during
the induction period.
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Katz

Maturity

Mature

Adjustment

Survival

Burden

Note: Descriptors for the induction phase in each theory are bold.

Source: Compiled by Bartell (2005).

Impact concerns

Renewal

Self or survival
Survival
concerns
Management or task
Consolidation
concerns

Fuller

In-service

Induction

Pre-training
Preservice

Fieman-Nemser

Table 1: The Induction Years as Defined in Stage Theories of Teacher Development

Career exit

Career wind-down

Career stability

Career frustration

Competency
Building
Enthusiastic and
growing

Induction

Preservice

Fessler and
Christiansen

Proficient

Competent

Advanced Beginner

Novice

Berliner
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Mark et al. (2005), in articulating the Caribbean’s perspective of the stage theory, note that the
teacher’s career is segmented into two sections with distinguishable stages in each. In the ‘preservice’ segment there are two stages: attraction and preparation/initial formation. The career cycle
begins ‘with the programme of initial formation in a (pre-service) teacher preparation programme’
(p. 16). In the in-service segment, there are five distinct stages: novice, advanced beginner,
competent, proficient and expert. The ‘in-service’ stages are closely aligned to those of Berliner, but
whereas Mark has five stages Berliner has only four. These stages also differ in one more aspect –
Berliner does not include the pre-service stage in his theory.
Mark (2013) shows how Caribbean teacher development and quality are interconnected in the
alignment of teacher development and quality assurance mechanisms presented in Figure 1.

It is important to note that the pre-service, induction stage and continuing professional development
are identified as key aspects of the process. It is all of these factors combined that help to prepare an
efficient professional who can obtain professional licence and gain promotion.
Mark (2013) further investigates the factors that combine to develop a quality teacher and these
are displayed in Figure 2. The diagram highlights elements of the induction stage (mentors/
cooperating teachers) as being significant agents in the determinant of teacher quality.

Creating quality teachers is a highly interactive process that is set within a particular context,
with several important elements such as training and education. The importance of induction
in producing quality teachers is reflected in the National Center for Education Statistics view
that in “order to promote high quality teaching that in turn will produce high quality learning,
teachers need support from the schools within which they work’ (Lewis, Smerdon & Green 1999:
4). Induction is the system developed to provide this kind of support.
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Source: Mark (2013).
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Source: Mark (2013).
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Benefits of Induction

After conducting a meta-analysis of 200 studies, the National Commission on Teaching and
America’s Future (1996) concluded that the only factor that can result in improved student
performance is a knowledgeable teacher. It is believed that teacher induction can contribute to
developing teacher competence, which results in more effective teachers who are able to positively
impact students’ achievement. Empirical research on the benefits of induction programmes in the
Caribbean has not yet begun to emerge. To explore the benefits of induction, the author examined
literature from the United States, which has a history of implementing and evaluating induction
programmes. Reference is also made to three qualitative studies conducted in the Caribbean.

Davis and Waite (2006) found that teacher induction is beneficial since it provides an opportunity
for new teachers to receive professional and emotional support, results in the development of
lifelong relationships, fosters the development of knowledge and skills, facilitates the development
of leadership skills, and develops attitudes and dispositions such as lifelong learning. Ingersoll
and Strong (2011) added their voice to the benefits to be gained from inducting new teachers by
explaining that it positively impacts teacher commitment and retention, teacher classroom practices
and student assessment.

Researchers in the Caribbean have found that induction helped to socialise teachers in the school
culture, improved the proficiency of new teachers and accelerated the learning of new job skills
(Baker-Gardner 2013). In addition, new teachers developed research and reflective skills, set goals
to benefit the learners and induction helped to build better relations with colleagues (Samuels,
2011). The programmes also equipped the new teachers to plan and deliver lessons and to manage
the classroom, and also boosted self-confidence (Garbutt 2010).

Characteristics of a Successful Induction Programme

It is important to note that there are various induction programmes implemented in schools, both
locally and regionally, but not all of these can be described as comprehensive. Based on years of
experience and research, The New Teacher Center at the the University of California identifies six
elements of what it describes as a comprehensive or ‘high-quality’ induction programme (New
Teacher Center 2007). These are:
a.

a multi-year programme, spanning at least the first two years of teaching

c.

rigorous mentor selection criteria

b.
d.
e.
f.

sanctioned time for the mentor-new teacher interaction

initial training and ongoing professional development and support for mentors
pairing of new teachers and mentors in similar subject areas and grade levels
documentation and evidence of new teacher growth.

These are further explored in the following paragraphs.

With regards to the length of the programme, the stated period advocated in the literature is two or
three years. An evaluation of an induction programme in the United States commissioned by the
United States Department of Education found that length of time is one of the important variables
that impacted programme success (Glazerman, Isenberg, Dolfin, Bleeker, Johnson, Grider & Jacobus
2010). In this experimental study, the researchers inducted teachers for one, two and three years and
noted that those inducted for three years showed significant growth when compared to the others.
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Sanctioned time is time set aside specifically for the new teacher and the mentor to work together.
This is time that has been granted by the school system and is usually facilitated through reduced
teaching loads for both the mentor and the novice. This was one of the weaknesses noted in
the Caribbean programmes mentioned in this paper (Samuels 2011; Baker-Gardner 2013). The
importance of release time to support mentoring duties is supported by Bey and Holmes (1990)
and Gordon and Maxey (2000).

Mentors are vital to the success of the induction programme, and they must possess certain
characteristics if they are to be effective (Bartell 2005). Programme administrators must follow
selection criteria based on the required skills and select the most suitable individuals. The Ministry
of Education has established selection criteria that Jamaican principals can use.
Mentor preparation is the key to the mentoring success, however this outcome ‘hinges on the
quality and preparedness of its mentors’ (Breaux & Wong 2003: 66). Initial training is important, as
the skills required for being a successful teacher differ significantly from the skills needed to coach
and mentor an adult. Initial training ensures that the mentor begins the professional relationship
with some level of knowledge, while ongoing training builds competence.

The mentoring relationship requires frequent interactions between the mentor and the protégé, and
pairing teachers at the same grade level (Jonson 2002; Bartell 2005) ensures that the new teacher
does not have to go far to seek assistance. It facilitates lesson observations of the mentee by the
mentor and vice-versa. It also provides ready assistance to deal with issues such as classroom
management challenges.
Documentation of the programme is important for two reasons. It is necessary for evaluating
the growth of the new teacher, and it also serves to evaluate the effectiveness of the induction
programme and can lead to adjustments to ensure greater efficiency. These elements ensure that the
induction programme is constantly changing to meet the needs of protégés.

The Induction Process

Induction programmes vary due to a variety of reasons. These include the goals, size, availability
of funds, support systems available for programme implementation, regulatory constraints
and attitudes to instructional change (Castetter & Young 2000). Induction programmes are also
influenced by the knowledge base of individuals implementing the programme. For any induction
programme to be successful, it must proceed in a step-by-step manner and include some specific
elements. These are discussed in details in this section.

Castetter and Young (2000) refer to these steps as the induction process. Induction is not only a
process, but a systematic process comprised of the five distinct steps shown on Figure 3. At Step
1, the induction committee takes decisions as to what activities should be included in the process.
During this step, the goals of the induction programme are translated into specific objectives.
Mentoring is one activity that is usually present in all induction programmes.
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Figure 3. Model of the Induction Process
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Source: Castetter & Young (2000).

When organising the induction process (Step 2), care should be taken to ensure that planned
activities and programmes meet the needs of the inductees, so a needs assessment is critical.
Information should be provided to the inductee in three critical areas: position adjustment, system
adjustment and community adjustment.

In ordering and coordinating the induction sequence, Castetter and Young (2000) note that careful
attention must be given to the pre-appointment period, the interim period and the initial service
period. Recruitment and selection of high-quality applicants is important to the success of the
induction period, but regardless of how successful the organisation is in hiring highly qualified
employees, it still needs to ensure that the process of induction continues until the new employee
has performed under actual conditions, and until the organisation has had an opportunity to
appraise the suitability of the newcomer for the position (Castetter & Young 2000). These activities
take place during the follow-up of the inductee adjustment phase, which is the fourth step in the
induction process.
In the final step (controlling the induction process), there should be an assessment of the recruitment,
selection and induction activities. This evaluation should provide information to minimise turnover
which results from faulty recruitment, selection and induction processes. Corrective action can also
be taken when desired results are not achieved (Castetter & Young 2000).

Need for Induction

Halford (1999: 14) describes teaching as ‘the profession that eats the young’, seeing that new
teachers have the same job responsibilities as their experienced colleagues and are not allowed an
internship phase on entry to the profession. Ganser, a noted expert in induction in the United States,
conducted research in Jamaica which showed that new teachers were challenged by classroom
management and discipline, and a lack of resources, materials and equipment (Ganser 2001). When
asked about the challenges that they experienced with beginning teachers, principals noted a lack
of dedication, limited involvement and weaknesses in planning, time management and student
assessment, as well as negative relationships with teachers, principals and the wider community.
New teachers in Trinidad and Tobago also encountered challenges when their ideals of teaching
contrasted significantly with their experiences, and thus need guidance in resolving these (George
& Quamina-Aiyejina 2003).
A combination of factors has been found to significantly impact teachers’ morale at the beginning of
their tenure. After reviewing the literature, Gold (1996) identified some of these factors as negative
work-related factors, student violence and discipline problems, insensitivity of the administration,
parents who are unreasonable and/or unconcerned, criticism from the public, excessive paperwork
and demanding workload, lack of promotional opportunities, a negative workplace environment,
role conflict and ambiguity, marriage and family relationships, and personality characteristics.
Based on this list, the new teachers are faced with serious challenges and will need all the help
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they can get to successfully overcome these. The research on the efficacy of induction programmes
provides justification and support for the implementation of induction programmes, and as
instructional leader, the principal guides this process.

The Principal as Instructional Leader

In outlining the role of the principal, Nadine Malloy, past president of the Jamaica Teachers
Association, stated:

The principal is the chief instructional officer who must interface with the broadest crosssection of any community, gaining the insight and knowledge necessary to successfully
guide the instructional process in any school. The principal is also one who acquires the
competence to navigate the non-teaching elements of a school community; mastering
these in such a way that teaching and learning are fully supported. These include business,
environmental, and psycho-social elements.

(Williams-Raynor 2011)

What cannot be missed when one carefully examines this quotation is the fact that all aspects of
the school are managed by the principal to support teaching and learning, which are the core
functions of all educational institutions. Some of the tasks associated with instructional leadership
include ‘focusing on learning; encouraging collaboration; analysing results; providing support;
and aligning curriculum, instruction, and assessment’ (Lunenburg 2010). Three tasks in the list
provided are concerned with teacher induction: encouraging collaboration, providing support and
focusing on learning. A principal who is focused on learning will seek to encourage collaboration
and provide support to the academic staff, since this support should result in developing teachers
who are more motivated and better able to impact student performance.

Role of the Principal in the Induction Programme

If induction programmes are to be successful, they need to be a whole-school venture (Weschler,
Caspary, Humphrey & Matsko 2011). There is a wealth of research (Wischkaemper 2005; Wood
2005; Kapadia, Coca & Easton 2007) and resources on the role of the principal in induction
programmes available from countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia
and Canada. Some of these are very comprehensive, offering detailed information for the principal
who lacks expertise in this area. Others are summarised to provide pointers to the principal who
has a background understanding of the programme.
Within the Caribbean region, information on the role of the principal in the induction programme
is sparse, if not non-existent. It is therefore expedient to critically assess the available material from
these developed countries to see how suitable the information is for application to the local context.
It is also important to examine the local context and propose possible solutions. The Ministry of
Education has indicated a commitment to providing support for novice teachers through the
implementation of a national induction programme at both the primary and secondary levels.
Principals are expected to be familiar with this programme, and to use it as a guide to develop and
implement a programme at the school level.

This section will focus on the induction responsibilities of the principal as outlined by the Ministry
of Education in the document ‘Mentorship and Beginning Teacher Induction Programme’ (Ministry
of Education 2013, cited in Baker-Gardner 2013). It will also examine the core tasks of the principal
in the induction programme as advocated by Carver (2003), with a view to making these applicable
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to the local context, considering the dearth of local information. Other theories with ideas that are
relevant to Jamaica will also be mentioned.

As noted previously, the principals’ appraisal document states that they are responsible for
developing and implementing mentorship programmes in their schools for teachers as part of the
induction programme. Based on the guidelines provided by the Ministry of Education, the roles of
principals in the programme are to:
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

oversee the selection of the mentor/encourage their excellent teachers to participate
in the programme
provide instruction sessions for mentors and beginning teachers

meet monthly with the pair to monitor process and assist as needed
maintain documentation of each beginning teachers’ induction

evaluate the mentoring process and provide feedback to the Ministry of Education,
mentors and beginning teacher
establish a school culture built on collegiality and the establishment of learning
communities
ensure reasonable working conditions for the beginning teacher
conduct final evaluation of the beginning teacher.

Principals’ roles are important to the process of induction, and an understanding of these roles
will enable them to positively impact the level of success of the programme. The centrality of
the roles assigned to principals in the programme by the Ministry of Education emphasises the
importance of their support to the success of the programme. Each role will be described briefly in
the subsequent paragraphs.

The principal is tasked with the responsibility of selecting mentors for the induction programme.
Mentoring is the most important component of the induction programme (Fielder & Haskelkorn
1999; Fieman-Nemser 1996; Robinson 1998; Danin & Bacon 1999; Arends & Rigazio-DiGilio
2000; Moir & Gleiss 2001). The responsibility for selecting these individuals, who are vital to the
programme, lies with the principal, who is required not only to accept those who volunteer to
serve but also to encourage those who possess the required skills, competences and attributes to
apply. The failure or success of the programme relies heavily on the quality of the mentors, so much
deliberation has to be done before the actual selection.

Within the school context, principals are required to provide instruction sessions for both mentors
and mentees. This is by no means a simple matter, as they have to be aware of the needs of the
parties in the mentoring relationship and know where to obtain assistance to meet these needs if
they do not possess relevant skills. In addition, principals are required to meet with both mentors
and mentees to monitor the process and assist where needed. Within this scope, principals
need to maintain documentation of each beginning teacher’s induction. Research conducted by
Baker-Gardner (2013) in three schools indicated that although these schools had programmes, no
documentation of the activities of the programmes were evident in two of the three schools. There
was documentation in the third school, but this was not being done in a systematic manner. This
documentation is vital to track the progress of the new teacher and to evaluate the outcomes of the
programme. The principal therefore has to put adequate structures in place to ensure that this is
accomplished.
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Principals are required to evaluate the mentoring process and provide feedback to the Ministry of
Education, the mentors and the beginning teachers. This is important since it allows the education
ministry to keep track of what is transpiring in these schools with regards to the programme. None
of the schools involved in the research submitted a formal report on the induction programme, nor
was a report ever requested by the Ministry of Education based on the reports from these schools
(Baker-Gardner 2013). Principals felt that the Ministry needed to provide better supervision of the
programme. However, given the importance of teacher induction and the possible benefits to be
derived from a comprehensive programme, principals should be encouraged to evaluate these and
write reports that can be used for internal decision-making regarding the programme.

Carver (2003) notes that supporting new teachers is a core part of the principals’ job, not a new
activity assigned to them. She posits seven core tasks for the principal in ensuring the success of the
teacher induction programme (some of which are included in the roles assigned by the Ministry
of Education): recruiting, hiring and placing new teachers; providing site orientation and resource
assistance; managing the school environment; building relationships between principal and
teachers; fostering instructional development through formative assessment; providing formative
and summative evaluation; and facilitating a supportive school context. These can be used by the
principal to guide the implementation of the programme within the school.
Carver (2003) and Castetter and Young (2000) believe that induction begins with establishing
measures to ensure that quality teachers are recruited and hired, as this might impact on the level
of induction support needed and the long-term performance of the teacher. Both Carver and the
Ministry of Education allude to a school environment that is conducive to the growth of the new
teacher, so this is an important responsibility for the principal. One way of ensuring ‘reasonable
working conditions’ for new teachers is to avoid perpetuating the practice of assigning new
teachers the most difficult classes. Ensuring a school culture that is built on collegiality and the
establishment of learning communities are also aspects of this environment that are conducive to
the growth of the new teacher.
The principal, as the chief administrator, needs to manage the school environment by maintaining
discipline and articulating expectations of teachers. Maintaining discipline is very important since
research has shown that this is one of the major concerns of new teachers in both developed and
developing countries (Ganser 2001; Carver 2003; Romano & Gibson 2006; Goodwin 2012). An
orderly environment is important as it helps the teacher to focus on learning the job and getting
it done without the constant interruptions that can result from having to cope with disruptive
behaviours.

As newcomers to the school environment, teachers need to be assured that if there are issues, they
can approach the principal. An open-door policy will encourage novice teachers to seek out the
principal when this is required. Personal contact with the new teachers is encouraged, as this will
positively impact on their desire to seek assistance from the principal when needed. In addition, the
performance of the new teachers should be rewarded when this is warranted.
Another core task for the principal is to foster instructional development through formative
assessment (Carver 2003). The Ministry of Education recommends principals provide instruction
sessions for mentors and beginning teachers (Ministry of Education 2013, cited in Baker-Gardner
2013), but Carver’s (2003) statement is more expansive. This will include providing opportunities for
novice teachers to work with mentors, with other novices and with other members of the teaching
staff. Formal and informal observations of the new teachers should be conducted and prompt
feedback provided. In addition, the principal needs to provide the framework for formative and
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summative evaluation of the new teacher. This begins at the start of the school year with a formative
appraisal of the teacher’s skills and ensuring that adequate plans are in place to provide assistance
in remediating the weaknesses. Teaching standards should be used to guide these assessments, and
the Caribbean Task Force for Teacher Education has developed a comprehensive set of standards,
called Teaching Performance Standards (Mark 2013), which would prove a very useful instrument
for administrators to use. The teacher appraisal document, which is an outline of standards within
the Jamaican context, will also be vital to this process.

Classroom observation within the Jamaican context will require the principal to make arrangements
for supervision of classes that will be affected when teachers have to conduct observations. This is
likely to be one of the greatest challenges, especially in multi-grade schools where there are few
teachers and grades are already combined. It will therefore require much strategic planning on the
part of the principal. This can be done in the secondary system by scheduling teachers who are not
currently teaching to sit with those classes. In the primary system, subject teachers can be utilised
in this manner. In cases where neither of these options exist or if they are not viable, principals have
to be very creative in working around these challenges. Arrangements will depend on the school
context. Induction will only be successful in an environment where there is general commitment
from the school to the process, as this will be crucial to facilitate lesson observation, which is an
important feature of mentoring. The principal will therefore have to lead this process and seek buyin from staff at all levels.

According to Carver (2003), in facilitating supportive school contexts, the principal needs to foster a
collegial work environment, set high expectations for teaching and learning, structure professional
development opportunities based on teaching standards and model collaborative working
behaviours. Again, this expands on and clarifies the role stated by the Ministry of Education. A
nurturing school culture and climate will provide a feeling of safety and security for new teachers,
and create the framework within which they can successfully develop their craft.
Watkins (2011) presents some additional requirements for the principal who wishes to support the
programme. She notes that principals need to be aware of the challenges facing new teachers, as
this will position them to provide targeted assistance. Watkins, in agreement with Carver (2003),
notes that the principal needs to constantly remind the staff that the new teacher is still learning.
This should encourage staff members to have patience and be willing to lend a hand when needed.
Principals, while so doing, need to value and articulate the ‘vitality that the new teacher brings to
their school’ (Watkins 2011: 1).
If principals are going to effectively support the induction programme, they need to understand
the components of an effective induction programme. This will enable them to ensure that the
programme within the school has all the components to succeed. Principals also need to take
every opportunity to promote the programme to stakeholders, and should report on the induction
programme at board, staff and PTA meetings.

Challenges to Providing Support for New Teachers

The job of the principal has attendant challenges that will have direct implications for the
implementation and sustaining of an exemplary induction programme. In examining the
experiences of principals in remote and rural areas, Miller (2015) identified some of these challenges
as lack of adequate infrastructure or technology; issues related to teacher recruitment and retention;
tensions between educational reforms, policy implementation and school practice; lack of finances
to promote professional development; and heavy workload. Although these findings are specific
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to remote and rural schools, it is likely that other principals are faced with some, if not all of these
challenges.
Lack of adequate infrastructure and technology will minimise the opportunity to implement and
utilise e-mentoring opportunities, which could provide mentoring activities beyond the walls
of the school and at the time and convenience of the mentor and the mentee. It will also lessen
the possibility of integrating technology into the teaching and learning activities, which leads to
greater student involvement and improved teacher skills among other benefits. In addition, lack of
adequate infrastructure (poor ventilation, inadequate classroom space and lack of electricity) might
pose some challenges for lesson observation, depending on the lessons that need to be observed
and the time of day of these.

Although the literature advocates for the recruitment and selection of the best candidates to
ensure successful induction experiences, this is not always possible as there might be challenges to
staffing some schools in rural areas (Miller 2015) and inner-city communities, as well as difficulty
in attracting teachers for some specialisations such as mathematics and science. This might mean
that principals have to employ the individuals who are available. In other cases, the principal might
employ high-quality teachers, but they soon move on to other institutions and then the recruitment
process has to begin again. These are likely to have implications for teacher quality.

Achieving buy-in from staff to implement educational reforms and new policies can sometimes
prove to be challenging. In a situation where this venture will require the support of all, or at least
the majority of the staff, if there is not buy-in then the programme outcomes could be compromised.
Considerations will have to be given to how to effectively engage staff members so that they will
support the programme.

Due to the stringent financial situation under which schools operate, providing or facilitating
professional development for mentors and new teachers might be challenging, since the schools
will have to provide the financial resources to send these teachers to workshops or to defray the
cost of hosting these workshops themselves. Since mentoring is a new activity, some amount of
professional development will be necessary, and principals will have to devise solutions to this
problem. This could mean establishing mentoring circles within each quality education circle,
conducting training within the circle, and getting mentors within the circle to form support teams
for each other.

The principal has to accomplish many tasks that include not just managing the teaching and
learning process and human resources within the school, but also managing relationships with
stakeholder groups and the physical facilities. These activities can consume a lot of time and there
might seem to be little time left for other activities. This might leave the principal less inclined to
take on another programme.
In light of all these challenges, it would seem that the induction programme might not be worth
the time and effort that it will require. However, considering the possible benefits to be gained
from a comprehensive induction programme, and seeing that it helps the school to achieve its core
function, it is clear that it will pay off in the long term. In addition, as focus is being placed on
performance in all segments of the education sector, any research-based programme that has the
potential to improve student outcomes is worth considering. Induction is one such innovation that
has been proven effective by research from several countries.
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Conclusion

Induction can be considered a best practice in the field of education, and research has proven that
it does lead to improved student outcomes, since better quality teaching will result in improved
student performance. The role of the principal is integral to the success of the induction programme.
However, in order for principals to be able to implement exemplary programmes, they require
specialised knowledge about the process of induction, the components of the programme and the
needs of the new teachers, as well as an in-depth knowledge of the mentoring process. Jamaican
principals who were involved in a pilot study indicated that they did not possess these skills,
and research from two other Caribbean territories confirmed this finding. In a system where
specialised training is not provided for principals to garner these skills, they will continue to be at a
disadvantage regardless of how good their intentions are.
Workshops conducted by the Ministry of Education for the training of mentors and mentees
introduce principals to the induction programme, but they do not offer the depth of information
that principals require in order to provide the support that the Ministry mandates. Principals
therefore have to supplement this knowledge by pursuing additional professional development
opportunities. This can be done by attending workshops and conferences and keeping up to
date with literature on the subject. It is also important that entities such as the National College
of Educational Leadership include induction in their training, since induction it is a core human
resource activity. Principals will also have to be innovative and proactive, and utilise action research
to discover solutions that work best for their institutions.
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Professionalism Among Jamaican
Educators: Implications for Growth and
Development
Nola P. Hill-Berry

Abstract: Professionalism is the assiduous adherence to unwavering civility, integrity and responsibility
in everyday transactions with all stakeholders. In this sense, professionalism includes areas such as in-class
conversations and behaviour, and out-of-class communication. This also extends to feedback and teacher/
student relationships. The level of professionalism displayed by teachers has implications for their personal
and professional growth and the development of their students. This paper discusses the issue of dwindling
professionalism among Jamaican educators and highlights the implications for student development,
collegiality and the wider education system. It therefore challenges educational leaders to hold educators
to a higher level of excellence in order to promote adherence to their professional code of conduct and to
professionalise teaching.

Introduction

According to the Jamaica Teachers’ Association (2013), certified teachers are expected to ‘assume a
professional status which carries with it a set of behavioural expectations, which are outlined by the
Jamaica Teachers’ Association in its Code of Ethics’ from observations of and within the Jamaican
education system, there seems to be some efforts by educational leaders and administrators to
create a culture that embraces the concept of professionalisation, which Hodson and Sullivan (2008:
259) described as ‘the process by which an occupational specialty seeks to emulate a profession
by demonstrating the hallmarks of [that] profession’. The concern, though, is whether enough is
being done by the Ministry of Education in Jamaica to instill professionalism among educators.
This concern is especially important, as it seems there are some educators who set out to engage
in activities that weaken the professional fibres of this occupational group; and the system is such
that they are being allowed to do so. Experiences and keen observation of the modus operandi of
educators and students in Jamaican institutions at different levels have led to the author’s interest
in this topic of professional development among educators.
The author has taken the position that the level of professionalism displayed by some teachers has
implications for their professional and personal development, and the growth and development
of students and others with whom they interact. This is especially important as professional
development involves ‘improving employees’ present skills and preparing them for additional
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responsibilities or advancement in the organisation’ (Lunenburg & Ornstein 2008: 486). While
students may not yet be employees, they are being prepared for employment. It is in this light that
this issue of professionalism is being considered and why the terms ‘growth’ and ‘development’
of students are used. According to Hodson and Sullivan (2008: 270), ‘professionalism is the
competence and effectiveness of workers in their job performance’. For this paper, professionalism
is considered a practice that includes aspects such as in-class conversation/behaviour, feedback
and communication out of the classroom, teacher/student relationship, ethics and morals.

The focus is such because in recent times a number of issues have surfaced regarding professionalism
of teachers in Jamaica. A few examples are noted here. One instance that ignited criticism from an
institutional leader and the education ministry was when a photograph, taken of a teacher clad in
tight-fitting and revealing clothes while teaching a class went viral on social media (Johnson 2015).
Another issue that was highlighted in media reports was the alleged lacklustre of a principal that
led to teachers in one high school displaying all types of undesirable work attitudes such as lateness
and frequent absence, leaving the students disenfranchised. In that particular school, it was noted
that ‘lateness has been a chronic problem with one teacher being late 89 times, another 69 and yet
another 61 times’ in one school year and nothing was done about it (Brown 2013). Media reports in
2015 described a female teacher who was assigned to one of the public schools in the western end
of the island using indecent language and carrying an offensive weapon while at school (Jamaica
Observer 2015), and a teacher being charged with physically abusing a student (Jamaica Gleaner
2015). There were even reports of teachers making sexual advances towards students, and other
teachers keeping silent trying to shield their colleagues (Brown 2012; Boyd 2014; Campbell 2014).
How can these things be if teachers are professionals? Where was professionalism when all of this
was happening?

Professionalism Among Educators

In relation to the undesirable situations described above, one question that emerged was: How
do such mean and hostile teachers find their way into the education system? One may suggest
that educational institutions should take a decision that they will go in search of only talented
educators who display positive qualities, and many will support taking this stance in order
to boost professionalism and positively impact students. However, a number of factors must
be taken into consideration, such as required skill sets, aptitude and talents. Possibly, the more
appropriate question to ponder is: Would it not be advantageous to educational institutions if
each creates an environment ‘within which teachers are increasingly [encouraged] to pursue
their professional development and career progression’ (Beck 2008: 135)? The fact is, educational
leaders and administrators cannot just recruit educators because, on the face of it, they display high
levels of professionalism. Rather, they must first take into account the needs of the institutions and
seek to recruit talents to meet those needs while positively influencing others. This is important
for educational administrators, who must take the necessary steps to acquire educators who are
zealous of operating in ways that will ensure that the education of their students and the lives of
others with whom they are interacting may be improved (Day 1999). This is supported by Stronge
and Hindman (2003), who, commenting on the issue of hiring the best teachers, have posited that
teachers have a strong influence on their students. Hence, the position taken by the author is that
the level of professionalism displayed by educators has implications for their personal growth and
the professional development of students.
The level of teacher professionalism is associated with a number of factors, which include their
professional disposition and the level of trust from students, colleagues and other stakeholders
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(Tschannen-Moran 2009). This is so because teachers are constantly being observed. In 2011, while
engaged in a classroom discussion on learning, a group of Jamaican educators (who were at the
time pursuing a post graduate diploma in education) expressed the view that students learn from
teachers whether they intended to teach a particular lesson or not. Though this statement may
seem very simple, it does carry significant weight and raises other topics for deep contemplation.
Considering this observation, would it be fair to take the stance that teachers are like mirrors
and students reflect what they see in those mirrors? Acting on the premise that all teachers are
exemplars, one would be quite willing to concur. Further, teachers are expected to operate in ways
that are socially accepted and to demonstrate effective teaching while leading by example. This is
so because teachers deliver educational services that play an important role in the moulding and
production of society (Albrecht & Albrecht 2011).

Society sets the standards for itself, and educational institutions are microcosms of society, so these
institutions should not dissatisfy society; rather, educational institutions need to meet societal
needs and the high expectations society has of teachers. In addition, society expects teachers
to display veracity and conscientiousness while delivering educational services and all other
professional duties. Here, it is highly recognised that education not only involves academia but
other critical aspects that help to shape students’ character and impact on them later. One such
aspect is professionalism.

The Jamaica Teaching Council (JTC) is the regulatory, supportive and monitoring arm of the
Ministry of Education as it relates to teacher professional development. It has developed teaching
standards aimed at advancing the teaching profession as a means of further augmenting educational
outcomes. The JTC supports and oversees teacher professional development. Its mission gives
emphasis to quality education for all Jamaicans, thus it has strategies in place to enhance teaching
and learning in order to increase student achievement levels. In sync with this mission, the JTC
cautions teachers to conduct themselves in ways that will strengthen the profession and ‘act with
the knowledge that teaching is a public activity and teachers are constantly being scrutinised and
assessed by members of the public’ (Jamaica Teaching Council 2012).

Professionalism as a Discipline

Professionalism is not an innate characteristic or some quality that just happens to be identified in
an individual. Instead, as Enofe, Okuonghae and Sunday (2015) describe it, professionalism is a
discipline that requires practice. To demonstrate professionalism, individuals purposely engage in
certain practices to sharpen desired qualities and inform decision-making. It follows that educators
should seek to meaningfully engage in certain practices and be cultured with qualities that are
aligned to both established and expected codes of behaviour. In essence, the JTC operates on the
premise that professionalism for educators is not just about what happens in classrooms. Rather,
it involves those interpersonal qualities, demeanour and social interactions that characterise
the profession mingled with collegiality, responsibility to students, parents and community
members, as well as relationships with other stakeholders. Therefore, it is reasonable to concur
with Krishnaveni and Anitha (2007) that educators should own and demonstrate certain qualities
so they are consistently professional in their occupation, and that professional teachers are those
who symbolise and constantly set the highest standards for best practice in the teaching profession
(Tichenor & Tichenor 2004). Commenting on the issue of professional characteristics, authors have
posited that professional work involves an appropriate mix of knowledge, skills set, intellect and
talents that individuals gradually acquire through training and experience (Krishnaveni & Anitha
2007). It therefore suggests that teaching requires a demonstration of these characteristics – requisite
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knowledge, talents and temperaments – that are in tandem with the profession because ‘improved
students achievement depends in large part on the quality of teachers and teaching’ (Hochberg &
Desimone 2010: 89).

Professionalism among educators has been such an important factor that the United States has
established a number of institutions and several programmes that serve to pave the way to make
teaching the profession that fosters students learning, while demonstrating a professional practice
that upholds high standards of excellence (Krishnaveni & Anitha 2007). The effectiveness of such
initiatives requires that efforts be expended by all the parties involved to ensure that all educational
needs are satisfied. These needs speak to placing emphasis on the preparation of teachers for
achieving high professional outcomes (Krishnaveni & Anitha 2007), and maintaining high
standards and teacher quality throughout their teaching career. According to Clotfelter, Ladd, and
Vigdor (2007), ‘teachers differ in terms of quality and that quality matters for student achievement’.
However, having an understanding of teacher quality, one would be better equipped to respond
to advance this argument. Defined by Mitchell, Robinson, Plake and Knowles (2001), teacher
quality is the ‘knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions of teachers’. Professional standards must
be maintained throughout one’s teaching career because by the nature of their duties, teachers
should continue to engage in life-long learning activities. Accordingly, there must be professional
accountability, which should involve their responsibility to their peers and the profession, and the
sharing of experiences and opportunities for advancement in the profession (Jamaica Teaching
Council 2012).
It is important to take a closer look at some of these teacher characteristics, especially in relation to
professionalism among educators.

Professional Development of Teachers

Professional development of teachers is integral to personal and institutional development. It follows
that to have greater impact on the school organisation and the wider community, professional
development of teachers must be aligned with school development (Day 1999). The nature of
teaching requires that educators continue to assess their situation and pursue avenues to improve
themselves so they can be properly equipped to function effectively. Day (1999: 1) also noted
that ‘the nature of teaching demands that teachers engage in continuing career-long professional
development’. On this very issue of professional development, Lunenburg and Ornstein (2008:
503) noted that school leaders and ‘administrators need to help all personnel fulfil their potential
by learning new skills and developing their abilities to the fullest’. Therefore, school administrators
should foster a culture of professional development within their schools, and in instances where
teachers do not take the initiative, school administrators should encourage them to do so. This is an
excellent quality improvement endeavour. Additionally, when this culture is practiced in schools, it
is an indication that both teachers and school administrators are concerned about the quality of the
teaching and learning processes and, ultimately, the quality of their education.

To ensure a culture that embraces this thinking, school leaders and administrators should ensure
that teachers continue to participate in professional development activities, possibly even more
during the summer holidays or other out-of-school hours. In addition, as exemplars, school
leaders should be mandated to participate in such activities and demonstrate this in their own
practice as well. In so doing, they will encourage others to get on board, thus fostering a culture in
which teachers keep abreast, they display qualities becoming of excellent professionals, and good
values are passed on to students and other stakeholders. Ehlers (2009) states that for high-quality
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and successful development, professionalisation processes should positively impact teachers,
learners and other stakeholders. This is an absolute requirement, as the professional development
of students requires that opportunities be fostered in organisations that share cultures based on
shared values, excellent competencies and teacher professionalism.
I now turn to a range of behaviours among educators, as earlier mentioned, that could more readily
have a negative impact on the professional practice of teachers.

In-class Conversation/Behaviour

Malm (2009: 12) acknowledged that ‘nurturing meaningful relationships and maintaining a positive
and stimulating classroom climate are some of a teacher’s most important obligations’. An absence
of this type of atmosphere from a classroom can denote unprofessionalism and meaninglessness in
such a setting. Quite often, students observe the modus operandi of educators in the classroom and
form impressions of their level of professionalism. In particular, the teachers’ veracity, flexibility,
type of leadership and demeanour are noted. These qualities do affect students’ learning and
overall relationship with teachers in the classroom. With this in mind, teachers should execute their
daily transactions with dignity, clarity and fairness, knowing that the quality of their interactions
has a potent effect on student outcomes (Stronge & Hindman 2003).
In addition to interactions, educators ought to be flexible and ever improving, tying in their
professional development into their instructional activities. Phelps (2006: 70) asserts that ‘innovative
and creative teachers who assume responsibility for student learning are willing to try different
strategies’. Therefore, in order to reach their students, educators need to always be cognisant
that ‘the impact of professional development on instructional practice depends, in large part, on
teachers’ will and skill to change’ (Hochberg & Desimone 2010: 97). Accordingly, proper thought
must be given to how teachers plan their lessons, the strategies they use and their students’ varied
learning styles, with the constant awareness that instructional strategies that evoke more student
participation are desirable to develop an atmosphere of sharing and effective communication.
Thinking before speaking is also vital for effective communication; therefore, teachers should give
some consideration to what they are about to say even before it is uttered so that the situation
mentioned earlier is never repeated. There should always be that level of awareness that whatever
teachers say to students in the classroom can have a significant impact on their long-term attitude
towards their own personal development and can have some bearing on their reputation in other
settings.

No doubt teachers must be good communicators because students’ learning is impacted by the
way in which teachers speak in the classroom setting, make use of the English language and
articulate in general. At the commencement of their teaching sessions, teachers need to establish
lines of communication with their students and other stakeholders and ensure that those lines of
communication are maintained throughout the academic communities. This must be exercised in
order to maintain any relationship formed. In addition, teacher communication skills significantly
impact teacher quality, so this communication is essential for dealing with the relations among the
teacher, students and other stakeholders (Koutsoulis 2003).
Educators must seek to communicate effectively, particularly in the classroom setting, to allow
for the creation of opportunities for students to express themselves through speaking, writing,
listening, oral presentations and other communication media, thereby developing the skills that
will become vital in their personal development. One stalwart in the field of education suggested
that certain professional dispositions can best be determined by assessing teachers while they are
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actively engaged in teaching (Smith 2006). As all these are assessed, educators need to be mindful of
every single word or gesture and how these can impact their students. This effective communication
in the classroom will provide for the establishment of clear objectives, the requirements and tools
necessary to accomplish those objectives and a clear plan of action toward professional delivery of
educational services.

Effective communication in the classroom creates a strong culture in which learners trust teachers
and feel comfortable sharing in class discussions and other activities. For example, if at the beginning
of a programme/course of study, teachers effectively communicate to students the established
goals and expectations, students will be able to accomplish those goals with a sense of purpose.
This communication then allows teachers to share information that is vital to students throughout
their studies and in other aspects of their academic lives. Today, with the rapid development of
communication systems and technological advances, various media are available to enhance
communication such as chat rooms, Yahoo groups, email, text messaging services, among others.
Thus, it is becoming easier and more convenient for teachers and students to communicate
effectively, resulting in higher performance levels of both groups and better preparation for future
activities in and out of the classroom.

In relation to content, teachers must be properly prepared to deliver their content in the classroom.
Anything short of this proper preparation impacts negatively on the students and is usually
considered unprofessional. In light of this, they must engage in activities that are geared to boost
their competencies, instructional delivery strategies, classroom management and other practices
(Hyatt 2009). Instructional methods must be properly aligned with standards and communicated
to students as such. For example, if an objective of a programme/course of study is for students
to acquire the necessary skills that will allow them to create a new form for reporting medical
statistics, this should be communicated to students in the initial stage and the classroom activities
should be such that they prepare students to hone such skills.
Tichenor and Tichenor (2004: 93) opined that an effective teacher is flexible, apt to change, strives for
continuous improvement and ‘has various teaching strategies and knows when to use them’. This
suggests that academia must align with high professional standards and demeanour. As it relates
to content delivery and operations in the classroom, two authors have expressed that ‘the content
of instruction is a key variable in determining student achievement gains’ (Hochberg & Desimone
2010: 92). In this light, having communicated goals and expectations, teachers should then follow
through with methods of instruction that are in sync with both the content to be delivered and
the students’ learning styles. Experiences have taught that with such alignment, the achievement
levels of students are higher and in some instances, they perform more effectively. This will result
in greater levels of effectiveness in teachers’ delivery and ultimately meet the goals and needs of
both teachers and students. This leads to another important factor, which is providing feedback.

Feedback

Professional teachers adhere to institutional policies and commitments made to students.
Institutional policies regarding feedback must be adhered to as a matter of ensuring efficiency
and effectiveness in the educators’ dealings. Teachers who encourage students to be responsible
in this regard while doing the opposite themselves are acting contrary to institutional policies
and causing frustration. If an institution’s policy is to provide feedback within a given time and
the teachers do otherwise so that this timely feedback is not provided, those teachers would have
failed in this endeavour. Why should students be forced to meet coursework deadlines while
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teachers procrastinate over providing feedback? Frankly, teachers who behave in such ways are
sending mixed signals, which is an indication that they lack professionalism. School leaders and
administrators must ensure that the principle of leading by example still holds. This way, teachers
will demonstrate how students can be responsible and, at the same time, encourage them to meet
deadlines. Experiences have revealed that before an assessment and immediately following such
exercises, students are most anxious and always eager for feedback regarding these assessments.
As a result, feedback must be done in a timely manner to support students’ understanding of the
content and making amends within reasonable timeframes.
No one wants to be in the position where she/he misses an opportunity and subsequent to
that learns that a desired goal could have been accomplished if feedback was given in a timely
manner. Hence, time management becomes critical when dealing with feedback. Timely feedback
promotes/enhances learning for both teachers and students. For students, this allows them to
correct their errors and learn from their mistakes to develop a deeper understanding of the subject,
thereby improving learning. In the same breath, feedback creates an avenue via which teachers
and students can discuss difficulties/challenges being encountered and work together to arrive
at amicable solutions. This process usually creates an idea-generating atmosphere where both
teachers and students develop better strategies to enhance teaching and learning. Feedback also
helps to foster an atmosphere of trust and respect, allowing students to feel free to seek clarification
and understanding from teachers.
There are several other factors indicating the importance of feedback and how it works well in the
interest of teachers to enhance their levels of professionalism. This view is highly supported on the
basis that so much light is shed through feedback activities. From experiences, depending on the
nature of the piece, feedback is at times difficult to accept, but professional teachers accept their
mistakes and seek to amend them in the best possible ways, which ultimately helps them to build
on their weaknesses and make them more professional and effective teachers. Common beliefs are
that the level of professionalism will dictate how (the method used and the timeliness) teachers
provide feedback. This is found to be true in a number of instances since carefree, lackadaisical
teachers tend to be tardy with feedback and do so anyhow, while purpose-driven teachers are
critical and timely in providing feedback and do so in ways which improve teachers’ decisionmaking while allowing students to identify their shortcomings, correct them and improve their
learning experiences.
Additionally, of utmost importance for teachers is that they assess themselves to see where they
are in terms of effectiveness in delivery and to identify weak areas as a means of generating
strategies to make their work more effective. An effective method of assessing oneself is through
feedback surveys. Krishnaveni and Anitha (2007) support this strategy, as they propose that by
using feedback surveys to ascertain student reception, teachers can assess their need to adjust their
content knowledge and pursue further development. Therefore, feedback surveys are excellent
tools for personal and professional development, and are particularly beneficial to teachers who are
open to criticisms and use these as stepping stones for improvement. One would argue that some
teachers seem to lack self-awareness, while some never think it important to asses themselves until
after an issue has surfaced. However, committed teachers who are privy to results of these surveys
do use them to boost their activities for better professional conduct and more effective delivery,
even outside of the classroom.
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Communication and Demeanour out of the Classroom

Communication outside of the classroom setting does speak volumes about the level of
professionalism among educators. Koutsoulis (2003) noted that communication is a necessity
which is fundamental to all interactions between teachers and their students. The same holds true
for their relations with all other stakeholders. Educators should at all times seek to maintain an
environment that encourages solidarity, productivity and respect among all stakeholders. Outside
of the classroom, as a matter of social responsibility, educators must also seek to maintain excellent
communication lines. Writers in academia have concurred with this thinking and according
to Phelps (2006: 71), ‘communicating respectfully about students, to students, as well as with
and about colleagues, indicates a high degree of professionalism’. Furthermore, among other
stakeholders, warm relations are required to engender an atmosphere of respect. This is so because
communication serves to boost relationships and allow for improvement in the level of respect
shown across the board. Since teachers continue to influence the lives of others, they are usually
noticed, modelled and respected in various settings. Because of this impact on the lives of others,
teachers need to maintain a level of professionalism that is befitting of the teaching profession.
According to Hanushek (1994), a teacher’s education does not significantly impact student
achievement. However, packaged with other variables such as communication and demeanour
outside of the classroom, it positively impacts teacher quality and student outcomes. For teachers,
interpersonal skills, personality and the way they speak, along with their habits, friendliness,
optimism and social gracefulness (among other important attributes) all impact how they manage
their classrooms on a daily basis. These skills help to balance the technical components of the job
and are therefore important to enhance teacher quality and professionalism (Pachauri & Yadav
2014).

Veterans in education support the notion that among other things, teacher professionalism includes
‘effective communication with parents, colleagues, community members, and serve as a means
of modelling for other teachers in and out of the classroom’ (Tichenor & Tichenor 2004: 94). It is
with this thinking that a wide cross-section of society forms their expectations of educators, and
when these are not met they are grossly disappointed. As a case in point, sometime ago, there
was a situation where parents and guardians visited one prominent Jamaican high school for
the purpose of collecting academic report cards. The moment that a senior teacher came out to
speak with a guardian, that teacher’s child came with a complaint that other students were teasing
him. The teacher responded with an expletive that her child should ‘tell’ the other students. How
could a teacher use those words? That response was both shocking and demeaning, particularly
because so many saw her as a role model. That situation was considered a ‘blow to the face’ and it
negatively affected the way that guardian communicated with the teacher during that encounter
and on subsequent occasions; it was an offense to professionalism. Had that senior teacher given
some thought to the situation, the response would have been very different and the respect that the
parents had for her would have been upheld.

Some have argued that out of the classroom, people are free to act according to their likeness and they
must not be ‘branded as teachers’ in every setting. In fact, in one adult education class discussion
which centred on teacher professionalism, some teachers were furious that they were not allowed
privacy and freedom to do as they pleased outside of the classroom, and even expressed disgust
that they were being identified as teachers in every setting. However, settings do not determine
professionalism, and one cannot downplay the fact that because teachers are highly esteemed in
societies, these professionals are respected symbols of social responsibility (Krishnaveni & Anitha
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2007). This is another ‘reinforcer’ that, regardless of the situation in which they find themselves,
educators need to maintain high professional standards. For this reason, one cannot separate the
two. Educators are identified as such wherever they are, so teachers do not ‘drop’ the title and
refrain from being professionals outside of the classroom to suit particular situations. In fact, as
a means of ‘respect, teachers’ behaviours must be congruent with their values … also if dignity,
respect and honesty are imperative for students to exhibit, then those same values should be
evident in teachers’ actions’ (Phelps 2006: 70).

It is not only students who continue to emulate teachers in different settings; indeed, other
members of the wider community hold teachers in high regard and esteem teachers as exemplars.
Teachers are therefore always considered motivators and society expects a certain disposition and
demeanour from these professionals. A common thinking is that teachers teach even if a particular
lesson is not intended, so teachers must always be circumspect. Being cognisant of this, teachers
must motivate while they continue to demonstrate characteristics that others can emulate. Studies
continue to stress the important role that teachers play in motivating students to learn and develop
self-confidence (Malm 2009). One can only agree that teachers do indeed educate their students to
allow them both to hone their skills and to attain professional competencies.

Teacher-Student Relationship

In support of Stronge and Hindman’s (2003) position that the teacher is the backbone of student
success, there is no question as to whether there must be a respectable relationship between teachers
and students. With this awareness, what should be the demeanour of teachers in terms of their
relationship with students? Educators are expected to be diligent and upright in their relationships
with students. Therefore, they ought to make sure that their conduct is acceptable and that in the
execution of their duties, they honour the commitments they have made to students so that they
can fulfil their professional duties in that regard. This is not a general feeling – there is one school
of thought that suggests that the only determinants of teacher quality are content knowledge and
general academic ability (Smith 2006). However, since their professionalism has implications for
growth and development, this important body of professionals must create a balance and make
certain that one aspect of their activity does not contradict another. Critical for educators is the
fact that they need to maintain healthy and effective relationships, and in order to effectively
demonstrate acceptable levels of professionalism, teachers must demonstrate commitment to
strengthen important links in school between students and themselves through caring and
amicable relationships (Frias 2010).
As Krishnaveni and Anitha (2007) hypothesised, teachers’ competence and interpersonal skills
have a strong impact on students’ satisfaction or frustration. Indisputably, educators should allow
time and space by being available for their students. However, they also need to set boundaries to
include the time and place that they meet students, the levels at which they communicate and their
friendliness toward students. Krishnaveni and Anitha (2007) have further theorised that teacherstudent relationships help to develop a sense of self-discipline and responsibility in students
who sense that they are being treated fairly and respectfully. For this reason, the teacher-student
relationship should be one in which students see teachers as winsome people that they respect
and feel free to share genuine concerns with. The teachers, on their part, must ensure that while
reaching out to students, their caring attitudes are respected and their friendship is not taken for
granted, as this could seriously jeopardise their level of professionalism and moral conduct.
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Ethics and Morals

An ethical code of conduct is an essential feature that refines any profession. This should also be the
guiding principle of the teaching profession. A decisive factor here is for educators to draw a line of
demarcation between right and wrong, and conscientiously adhere to what is right. Since students
often experience serious challenges when transitioning into academic environments, they need
proper guidance in order to progress smoothly through their academic and related experiences.
Teachers are equipped to guide students in this regard so that they can meet their obligations
and fulfil their requirements within the specified timeframe. In situations where students are not
performing in accordance with standards, educators should be honest enough to tell the students
where the problem lies, provide the correct information and offer reasonable opportunities
to improve the situation. Hence, willingness is required on the part of educators as it relates to
providing academic advisement to their students. With the recognition that educators should be
models for the professional development of students, the onus is on each educator to portray moral
values while demonstrating sincerity and veracity in their conduct of teaching, mentoring and
other professional responsibilities.

Obviously, students’ academic and professional success is heavily dependent on their teachers’
commitment and punctiliousness. Notwithstanding, other factors and situations do positively
affect their professional development such as their home, the internal and external educational
environment, and their personal beliefs and values (Mulford & Silins 2011). Therefore, by virtue
of the positions they occupy, educators have a responsibility to adhere to established policies,
standards and guidelines to channel the professional development of students. As exemplars, they
must demonstrate candour and maintain a level of integrity that is fitting for students to emulate.
All activities must be engaged in with integrity, using fair and ethical standards. Quite often,
teachers display levels of dishonesty in relation to the use of another person’s intellectual property
or other issues such as students’ assessment grades. At times, teachers even tweak scoring keys and
grades to facilitate students passing modules or getting the desired scores. On the other hand, they
sometimes change scores to get back at students. These are some areas where educators err in their
professionalism and are often shown to be weak in their ethical and moral conducts. No wonder
Krishnaveni and Anitha (2007) posited that ethical conduct is both the most testing and the most
fundamental principle of teacher professionalism.
However challenging it is, dealing with this aspect of professionalism requires a firm foundation
and self-discipline, which are within reach of all who desire these traits. Cognisant that regardless
of the situation and their intention, whatever teachers do students will learn from it (especially
nowadays), teachers need to always be on their guard, ensuring that they are upright in their
dealings and that they continue to uphold their profession’s ethical codes. Can a teacher expect
students to be honest while displaying opposite behaviours? One cannot lead from behind, so
educators must display the integrity that they desire of their students and other associates.

Conclusion

The notion is highly supported that educators who are recognised as true professionals will earn
the respect of those who associate with them. In many instances, even those who disagree with
the teachers will still respect them, and their own level of self-respect will be enhanced through
practicing professionalism. Educators play critical roles in students’ professional development
and as professionals in their field, they are expected to apply best practice to enhance students’
learning (Hyatt 2009). For this reason, continuing professional development activities ought to be
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mandatory for all educators, as this is one way to help them improve their communication skills.
Additionally, educators should behave in such a way that the students with whom they come in
contact will emulate their characteristics.

Each learning environment requires activities that stimulate ongoing professional development
of teachers so that they can effectively plan strategies suitable to their learners’ needs. These
endeavours must involve a whole gamut of activities with the duration of these professional
development activities, ranging from one-off meetings, seminars and workshops to activities over
several years, as recommended by Hochberg and Desimone (2010). As Phelps (2006: 70) suggests,
‘professional teachers must stay focused on their primary goal which is to promote students’
learning. If this standard is used as the most significant gauge, then decisions and behaviours will
more readily reflect professionalism.’ Finally, optimum levels of professionalism must be displayed
among educators, as this has implications for the professional development of students. While
the Ministry of Education and the Jamaica Teachers’ Association are working to increase levels of
professionalism among educators, educators themselves are encouraged to seek a higher level of
excellence in their professional dispositions while ensuring that their professionalism positively
impacts growth and development of others.
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Leadership Styles of Principals and
Violence in Rural Schools in Jamaica
Jerome Miller-Vaz

Abstract: The year 2007 saw an upsurge of violence in Jamaica’s secondary schools, prompting widespread
public outcry. One of the major factors identified in the phenomenon was the leadership styles of principals,
who are seen as leaders of their respective schools. Using a correlational design survey of a 10 per cent
sample of 414 teachers from 61 schools in Middlesex County, a research project was conducted in order to
determine seven leadership styles with a view to assessing the relationship between leadership styles and the
incidence of violence therein. The rate of violent incidents was determined from reports of acts of violence
recorded by each school over a 12-month period. Overall, there was no statistically significant correlation
between the leadership styles of principals and the rate of violent incidents in secondary schools in Middlesex
County, Jamaica. An analysis by parish indicated a statistically significant positive correlation between an
autocratic leadership style and violence in St Ann, and a statistically significant negative correlation between
a democratic leadership style and violence in St. Catherine.

Background

Jamaica is a sovereign realm of Great Britain in the Western Caribbean. The island’s population of
approximately 2.7 million people is predominantly black (approximately 91 per cent) – a legacy
of the slave trade, chattel slavery and Spanish and British colonial rule. This period (1492 to 1962)
was grounded in institutionalised physical and psychological violence for nearly five centuries.
Jamaica’s 4,244 square miles (or 10,990.5 square kilometres) is divided into three counties and 14
parishes, with five parishes in Cornwall Country (1,565 square miles), five in Middlesex Country
(2,026 square miles) and four in Surrey County (820 square miles.

Jamaica was ruled by Britain prior to independence in 1962. Since the end of chattel slavery in
1834, its educational system has been developed based on British moral and ethical philosophies.
The denominational schools, several of which were established during the closing years of chattel
slavery, were often founded on church premises, and school leaders – who were often religious
leaders – taught from the principles upheld by their respective churches and infused the culture
and teachings of religious denominations (Jude 2003). After independence, the school system
gradually moved from being under church control to government control. The education system
reflects the legacy of colonialism and post-colonialism, in a general shift from the colonial past
adopted since 1962.
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The year 2007 was a landmark in the history of violence in the Jamaican school system. Some
96 serious incidents of violence occurred, including stabbings, sexual abuse and invasions. By
January 2008 violence in schools had escalated, with two students murdered in that month alone.
The Jamaica Teachers’ Association denounced the increase in violence and appealed to the nation
to help to curb violence in schools (Francis 2008). This prompted the minister of education to
introduce measures intended to curb the rising incidence of violence. These included the use of
metal detectors and electronic surveillance.
According to the minister of education, ‘[i]f they [school administrators] don’t have the culture to
use the metal detectors, they will put them at the bottom of a drawer … Many agents – principals,
teachers, administrators – don’t see security as an important function of their role in education’
(Jamaica Gleaner 2008). The minister was suggesting that there was a relationship between the
leadership styles of principals and the incidence of violence.

The minister’s utterances prompted the present author to undertake a study of the phenomenon
in order to ascertain whether a relationship existed. According to Ward (2011), the epidemic of
violence escalated from approximately 650 incidents in 2006 to approximately 900 in 2009. Using
a school-based survey of school children aged between 10 and 18 years old, Ward’s (2011) study
revealed that 18 per cent of 18 year-olds carried a weapon to school, 10.6 per cent of 14 year-olds, 8.7
per cent of 13 year-olds, and between 2.1 and 4.2 per cent of those aged 10 to 12 years old.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether a correlation exists between the leadership
styles of principals and the rate of violence in secondary schools in Middlesex County, Jamaica. The
research was also conducted to identify areas for further research on leadership and violence in
schools. The methodology used was an examination of the published literature on the subject and
the conduct of a survey of teachers to determine the leadership styles of principals in Middlesex
County. Questionnaires developed specifically for the research study attempted to measure the
leadership styles of principals in order to correlate them with the documented number of violent
incidents. Principals of the selected schools were referred to as ‘leaders’ in the study.
Middlesex County includes the parishes of Clarendon, Manchester, St. Catherine, St. Ann and St.
Mary. With its 2,026 square miles, it is the largest county in Jamaica. At the time of the research
project, it contained 61 secondary schools and 4,366 teachers. According to the Jamaica Constabulary
Force Report (2010), Middlesex County accounted for 34.44 per cent of reported murders in the
country between the months of January and August 2009. These statistics showed that Middlesex
County showed a higher rate of violence than Cornwall, which includes the city of Montego Bay.
Middlesex County contains 41.22 per cent of the secondary schools in Jamaica.

The Vision 2030 Jamaica National Development Plan indicated that crime and violence levels in
the country are high (Planning Institute of Jamaica 2009). According to Chevannes (2004), students
in secondary schools are often exposed to a culture of violence that has created an epidemic and
heightened concern for the future of the nation. A survey of 11 urban schools revealed that 89 per
cent of students were worried about violence in schools (Chevannes 2004). A Critical Incidence
Report indicated that in 2009, the Counselling Unit of the Ministry of Education received reports
of 134 cases of violence in schools (Ministry of Education Jamaica 2010). Twenty-six incidents of
violence – including rape, stabbing, murder, shooting and other bodily harm against teachers
and students – were committed directly in schools. The other eight reported incidents were not
committed directly in the schools.
Gardner, Thomas and Christian (2009) observed that no studies exist in Jamaica to mitigate the
effects of the exposure of students to violence among Jamaican children. According to the Caribbean
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Child Development Centre (2005: 52), 37 violence prevention programmes were implemented for
Jamaican children. These programmes ranged from personal and family intervention to leadership
and training of adolescents. The programme was geared towards adults and not the children.
This research adds to the body of knowledge regarding leadership styles of principals and rates
of violence in secondary schools in Middlesex County, Jamaica. Educational leaders may be able
to use the information when making policy decisions on leadership styles in secondary schools.

Theoretical Framework

Although the origins of violence in schools may be traced to the pre-independence era, after the
independence of Jamaica in 1962 the phenomenon escalated, much to the concern of the nation’s
policy-makers. Jude (2003) indicated that Jamaica’s education system was characterised mainly
by governmental ownership of schools and the introduction of a gamut of modern policies and
programmes. Among the policies and programmes introduced was the policy to stem violence
in schools. According to Harriott (2008), the incidence of violence in Jamaica increased threefold
between 1990 and 2007. The sources of violence in schools became more diverse, despite modern
policies and programmes being introduced in most schools.
Chevannes (2004) said that students in secondary schools are often exposed to a culture of violence
that has created an epidemic and heightened concern for the future of the nation. A survey of 11
urban schools revealed that 89 per cent of students were worried about violence in schools. There is
therefore clearly a problem of increased incidence of violence in the secondary schools in Jamaica.

Clabough’s (2006) research examined ‘the relationship between principal leadership style, school
climate and violence in middle schools’ (p. 99). His research differed from the present study
because he differentiated between male and female staff perceptions of leadership styles. Clabough
used correlational design to establish that male and female perceptions of principal leadership
and school climate were similar. The results of Clabough’s correlational study indicated no
statistically significant correlation between the number of violence-related occurrences and either a
transformational principal leadership style or a positive school climate. Clabough’s study focused
on one leadership style, however, whereas the current study addresses several styles.

Research Method and Design

The research method was quantitative with a correlational design. Correlational research designs
establish whether a relationship exists between the variables of the research. The quantitative
method seemed appropriate to test the present hypotheses because correlational research is
effective in determining whether a relationship exists between two variables. The method proved
to be appropriate because the variables were known. Pearson’s (r) statistical correlation was used to
measure the relationship of the variables. For the present study, the goal was to ascertain whether
there is a relationship between principals’ leadership style and rates of violence in secondary
schools. Questionnaires were used to gather information from a random sample of 437 participants
in the 61 secondary schools in Middlesex County, Jamaica.

Population and Sampling
To determine the leadership style of each principal, teachers were asked to complete a questionnaire.
According to Jamaica Education Statistics (2010), 10,567 teachers were employed in 148 secondary
schools in Jamaica for the year 2009-2010. The target population in Middlesex County comprised
4,366 teachers (41.28 per cent of the national total) taken from the 61 secondary schools (41.22 per
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cent of the national total). The sample included 437 participants (10 per cent of the population). This
sample, stratified by school and the five parishes in Middlesex County (see Table 1), was considered
sufficiently representative of secondary schools in Jamaica. Participants were recruited through the
technique of simple random sampling. Violence was determined by secondary data gathered from
each school over a one-year period
Table 1: Middlesex County Teachers in High Schools, by Parish
Parishes
Clarendon
Manchester
St. Ann
St. Catherine
St. Mary
Totals

Teachers
1,144
586
486
1,706
444
4,366

No. of Schools
16
10
7
20
8
61

10% of Teachers
114
59
49
171
44
437

Data Collection
Using simple random sampling, 10 per cent of the teachers from each of the 61 schools in five
parishes were selected for the research. The questionnaires were distributed to the respective
teachers at each school. Each teacher spent between 10 and 15 minutes completing the questionnaire
and consent form. The instrument was administered to 437 teachers in total, and there were 414
usable responses. School records provided the number of incidents of violence for each school.

Instrument
Creswell (2007) offered three options for obtaining an instrument to use in research: (a) develop
an instrument yourself; (b) locate an instrument and modify it; or (c) identify an instrument and
use it in its original form. The literature on the variables of the study does not provide an original
instrument to measure the range of leadership styles under examination in the present study.
Based on the cultural and colonial background of schools in Jamaica, it was important to examine
both traditional and contemporary leadership styles in one study. The instruments that were
widely available do not measure the seven leadership styles of the study (autocratic, democratic,
bureaucratic, adaptive, transformational, transactional and laissez-faire). I therefore developed the
questionnaire to determine the correlation between the two variables.
The instrument for the present study was designed to measure traditional and contemporary
leadership styles. According to Foti (2004) and Cojocar (2008), leadership styles are categorised
as either traditional or contemporary. The authors suggested that the conventional or traditional
leadership styles include the autocratic, bureaucratic, democratic and laissez-faire styles (although
this is not literally a leadership style). The contemporary leadership styles include transformational,
transactional, laissez-faire (infrequently mentioned) and adaptive leadership styles. The rationale
for using both traditional and contemporary leadership styles was the colonial historical experiences
and the culture of schools in Jamaica.
The questionnaire, which depicts the different leadership styles on a Likert-type six-point scale,
was developed with a minimum of three questions for each style of leadership. Each question
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has numeric values of 1-6 assigned to a scale, ranging from ‘strongly agree’ (numeric value of 6) to
‘strongly disagree’ (value of 1).

The validity of the instrument was determined through pilot testing to ensure that its questions
were understood, interpreted and answered with little or no contradiction. The inference can be
drawn that the instrument was valid because the participants in the pilot study did not have to
seek clarifications and the patterns of answers among participants in the same school were closely
related.
The reliability of the instrument was tested with Cronbach’s alpha. An alpha was 0.7 or higher
implies that an instrument can be deemed reliable. Table 2 represents the reliability statistics for
each subscale on the questionnaire.
Table 2: Reliability Statistics for Subscales on Questionnaire
Leadership style/subscale
Autocratic leadership
Democratic leadership
Bureaucratic leadership
Adaptive leadership
Transformational leadership
Transactional leadership
Violence

Alpha
0.83
0.84
0.85
0.79
0.74
0.80
0.76

A score was calculated for each respondent based on the level of agreement with the items on the
questionnaires relevant to each leadership style. To determine the leadership style most closely
associated with each principal, the overall average response for each subscale was calculated and
then ranked from weak to strong (average of 1.00 to 1.99 = weak; 2.00 to 2.99 = moderately weak;
3.00 to 3.99 = moderately strong; 4.00 to 6.00 = strong).
To correlate the data on all leaders and the seven leadership styles with violence, the values derived
from the responses were converted into a leadership rate (see Table 3).

The leadership rate was used to correlate leadership styles with violence. The rate of violence was
determined for each school using the overall number of fights, weapon usage/wounding, sexual
assaults and other physical assaults for the period 1 March 2010 to 9 February 2011. Respondents
from each school reported similar numbers of violence.
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Table 3: Leadership Styles and Number of Violence-Related Incidents
Leader
1
2
3
4
5
6

Leadership style
Auto

Demo

Bureau

Adapt

Transf

Trans

Laissez

3.03

5.07

4.05

4.02

5.34

4.33

2.60

2.78
4.21
2.58
4.30
3.00

5.08
3.81
5.38
4.70
5.63

3.21
3.79
4.44
4.03
4.63

4.13
4.18
4.69
4.08
4.13

5.58
4.19
5.69
4.85
5.25

4.60
4.11

4.93
4.42
4.80

2.23

46

2.95

142

3.24

250
30

2.75
3.30

7

2.72

5.46

4.35

4.55

5.75

5.00

2.40

9

4.56

3.90

2.65

3.40

3.08

3.30

3.78

8
10
11

12

2.78
2.67
4.04

3.33

4.58

4.17

5.19

3.96

4.96

4.54

4.81

4.34

3.67
4.63
4.68

3.96

4.79
5.40
4.68

5.00

4.12
4.35
4.48

4.13

143

3.00

2.33

4.71

4.75

5.29

5.03

2.56

15

2.87

4.90

4.00

3.80

5.00

3.20

3.56

16

3.38

17

3.00

19

4.08

21

3.51

18
20
22

23

24

25

26

27

28

5.25

5.25

4.25
5.44

3.60

4.00
4.00

3.95

4.75
4.97

5.05

4.05
4.53

4.08

5

2.60

4.96
4.75

50

198

3.44
4.08

79

2.60

13
14

Violence

3.05
2.78

2.48

208
79

72

104
115
75

61

110

3.11

4.75

4.33

4.14

5.08

3.58

3.25

132

3.33

5.35

5.50

4.00

5.75

5.13

2.27

106

2.81

3.17

3.60

4.08

2.57

2.96

2.67

4.50
4.54

5.10

5.04

4.43

4.88

5.29

4.72

5.38

3.81
3.96

4.29

4.03

3.95

4.00

3.46

4.08

2.88

4.17
4.23

4.04

4.26

3.93

4.31

3.48

4.31

4.38

4.17
4.38

4.88

5.12

4.93

4.25

5.54

5.03

6.13

4.04
4.34

3.91

4.42

4.62

4.60

4.29

4.36

4.55

2.91
2.69

2.68

2.84

2.50

2.95

2.49

2.73

2.50

182
64

46

27

60

49

55

79

98

29

3.00

5.00

3.55

3.40

4.50

3.56

2.92

124

31

4.73

3.48

3.70

3.85

3.53

4.16

3.62

90

30

32

4.36

4.00

4.80

5.15

3.93

4.90

4.36

4.55

4.68

5.20

4.29

4.92

2.78

2.96

33

3.56

5.25

3.69

4.22

5.25

4.20

2.49

35

3.67

5.38

3.69

4.44

5.50

5.05

2.45

34
36

37

38

39

40

41

42
43

3.00
3.22

3.26

4.00

4.44

3.42

2.78

3.15
4.20

4.36
5.04

4.75

3.90

4.54

5.44

5.17

4.89
5.10

3.32
3.08

3.94

3.00

4.46

4.81

4.21

3.78
3.85

4.11

4.63

4.19

3.55

4.25

4.25

4.08

3.34
4.15

4.18
4.15

4.75

3.40

4.13

5.75

5.42

4.75
5.50

3.56
4.20

3.77

3.45

3.77

5.00

4.35

4.33
4.28

3.24
3.07

3.24

3.70

3.13

2.80

2.56

2.64
2.48

57

90

139
238
86

45

21

26

50

30

26

213
49
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Leader
44

45

Leadership style
Auto

Demo

Bureau

Adapt

Transf

Trans

Laissez

3.50

5.50

4.81

4.31

5.25

4.00

3.27

3.83

4.21

2.67

3.21

3.54

3.52

2.70

90
140

46

4.48

3.93

2.71

4.57

3.71

3.27

3.74

48

3.20

4.95

4.25

4.10

5.10

3.84

2.52

47
49

50

2.83
3.38

3.42

5.13
4.79

3.63

3.94
4.50

4.08

4.13
4.11

4.19

5.38
5.04

4.56

3.80
4.17

4.27

Violence

2.20
2.90

3.75

5

159
30

49

50

51

3.22

5.33

4.00

4.67

5.67

4.33

2.47

121

53

2.67

5.42

3.92

3.33

5.92

3.93

2.13

143

52
54

55

56

57

58

2.53
3.33

2.25

2.78

3.60

2.80

5.58
4.44

5.25

4.25

5.40

5.10

4.20
3.69

3.31

3.50

4.15

4.75

4.33
4.19

3.88

3.83

4.00

3.70

5.67
4.25

4.94

5.67

5.30

5.50

4.80
4.45

3.75

4.40

4.20

4.12

2.40
3.20

2.80

3.53

2.64

2.92

137
53

50

75

86

16

59

3.50

3.96

3.25

3.58

3.25

3.60

3.13

106

61

2.67

5.17

3.92

4.00

4.96

4.07

3.03

250

60

4.14

5.32

4.79

4.36

5.32

4.49

2.91

18

Notes: Auto = Autocratic; Demo = Democratic; Bureau = Bureaucratic; Adapt = Adaptive; Transf =
Transformational; Trans = Transactional; laissez = Laissez-Faire

Findings

An analysis of the data revealed no overall statistically significant relationship between the
leadership styles of principals and the rate of violence in secondary schools in Middlesex County,
Jamaica. A strong significant correlation (r = 0.88 at the p < .05 level) was observed in autocratic
leadership in the Parish of St. Ann, however, and a moderate significant correlation was recorded
in St. Catherine in democratic leadership (r = −52 at the level of p < 0.01).
The parishes of Clarendon, Manchester, and St. Mary showed weak correlations (p < 0.3) between
the rate of violence and all seven leadership styles. No other significant correlations were seen
in these parishes with the bureaucratic, adaptive, transformational, transactional, and laissezfaire leadership styles. Most of the leaders display a mixture of the seven leadership styles, and
more than 90 per cent of the leaders have between moderate and very strong leadership styles. No
leadership style emerged as being distinct in any of the 61 leaders.

The Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (r) test is used to find a significant
relationship between variables, even if the relationship is small. The statistical test to analyse the
data was predetermined, based on the research question: Does a statistically significant relationship
exist between the leadership styles of principals and the rate of violence in secondary schools in
Middlesex County, Jamaica?
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Descriptive statistics were used to present the demographic data. Variables were measured using
an interval/ratio scale created by combining the scores of each item on the questionnaire that is
relevant to each leadership style. The principals’ leadership styles were examined, but other areas
of leadership were not researched. The present study did not obtain the perspectives of students,
and principals were not asked to rate themselves. ‘Violence’ did not include psychological and
emotional attacks on victims.

Recommendations

King (2002) stated that some predictors of violence are within the purview of school principals and
senior staff and teachers. As only the principals’ leadership styles were examined, further research
should be conducted on the leadership styles of other members of staff to find out if any significant
correlation exists with violence in schools.
Further research is also necessary to obtain the views of students and principals on leadership
styles and violence in the respective schools.

Research to explore the causes and effects should be conducted to unearth common themes within
schools that have high levels of violence. It is recommended that schools with similar levels of
violence be examined further to unearth common causes and provide solutions.
The results indicated that more research needs to be done to identify other possible variables to
correlate with violence, since the only variable correlated was the leadership styles of the principals.

The present study has yielded information that contradicts the assertion that principals’ leadership
styles have a statistically significant relationship with rates of violence in secondary schools in
Middlesex County, Jamaica. At the parish level, however, statistically significant relationships
between autocratic and democratic leadership styles and violence were observed in St. Ann and St.
Catherine, respectively. Hence, the study has discovered information that requires further study at
the parish level. The correlation of principals’ leadership styles and rates of violence in secondary
schools should serve as a catalyst for a new area of research in Jamaica.

Conclusion

In a nation whose society has been rent asunder with consistently high incidences of violent crime
for the past four decades, it is probably naïve to expect that the school system would remain immune
to the phenomenon. Chevannes (2004) was probably correct when he wrote that students in Jamaica
live in a culture of violence. Students do not necessarily have to watch television programmes to
be induced to commit acts of violence on their fellow students; all that may be required is to watch
or listen to daily news reports! The phenomenon of violence in secondary schools in Jamaica may
also be an indicator of a deeper problem in society.

The four dominant leadership styles (democratic, transformational, adaptive and transactional)
reflected Rabey’s (2005) suggestion that the multi-faceted nature of effective leadership focused on
the situational and transient nature of leaders. Shenhar (2001) supported the view that no one style
is suitable for all situations in schools.
The result of this study is an indication that Jamaican leaders deploy leadership styles that can
be considered both traditional and contemporary (Cojocar 2008; Foti, 2004). Transformational and
adaptive leadership styles are considered contemporary styles, implying that leaders in Middlesex
County are in tandem with the global practices of paradigm shifts in leadership.
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Although the main focus of the present study was a holistic picture of leadership styles of principals
across Middlesex County, Jamaica, correlations with violence were conducted within each parish of
the county. When each leadership style was correlated against the leaders in each parish, there was
a strong statistically significant positive relationship between the autocratic leadership style and the
rate of violence in St. Ann. The four other parishes showed no statistically significant relationship
with autocratic leadership.

The finding at the parish level is not in keeping the perception that autocratic leaders use
commands on the students and expect compliance from them. A positive statistically significant
relationship indicates that as one variable goes up, the other also goes up; that is, the greater the
use of the autocratic leadership style, the higher the number of violent incidents. Indicative of this
relationship is the fact that students in St. Ann do not comply with the commands of an autocratic
leader. The leadership styles were treated in a similar manner in each parish. The respondents were
anonymous and did not work together. The autocratic leaders also exhibited mixed leadership
styles. It was not evident that autocratic leaders were working in teams in any of the parishes.
The results also indicated a statistically significant negative correlation between the democratic
leadership style and violence in the parish of St. Catherine. The other four parishes showed no
statistically significant relationship with democratic leadership. A negative correlation indicates
that as one variable rises, the other falls; that is, as the use of the democratic leadership style
increases, the rate of violent incidents goes down.

The question concerns the relationship between leaders and the rate of violence in secondary
schools in Middlesex County, Jamaica. The conclusion of this study is that no statistically significant
relationship exists between leadership styles of principals and rates of violence in these schools.
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